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That God does bless to the saving of |. The secret influence of mind upon mind,
souls the ordinary ‘‘ means of grace,” in all its intricate windings, is beyond our

choice.

** the truth as it is

So there are differences in the ruling
passions. Good men have great diversities
as their developments
and pursuits differ,

inculcated by the parent, the teacher or
the minister, and impressed patiently and
laboriously during a course of years,—

but all have the same ruling motive
divine love.

The

impenitent

love, not self.

OBJECTIONS TO
Hf

REV.

Some for general observation, Some for private speculation ;

education,

Some to seek or find a lover,

dress,

Some to learn the latest news,
That friends at home they may amuse :
Some to gossip, false and true,

Safe hid within the sheltering pew;
_ Some go there to please the %duire,
Some his daughters to admire;
¢

Some to lounge, and some to yawn;
Some to claim the parish doles:

temperament,

their

they

views

have

seen

the impudence, conceit and pride of
others ; and the thrusting aside, as if of no
value, all thal was quiet, sober and truthful, and the bringing forward all that was

for coals; .

noisy, demonstrative and exciting on the
part of others; and so, as if these things

Some because it's thought genteel;
°

Some to show how sweet they sing;

were essential to ““a

Some how loud their voices ring;
Some the preacher go to hear,
His style and voice to praise or jeer;
Some forgiveness to implore;

name itsélf produces in the mind of these

‘Some their sins to varnish o'er;
Some to sit and doze and nod;
But few to kneel and worship God.
~—Sunday Magazine.
Mp AA

THE RULING PASSION.
PROF.

J.J.

Moral qualities,
grow in clusters.
solitary.

In

BUTLER,

D.

D.

both good and bad,
One is never found

the beginning

of

his ser-

mon on the Mount, Jesus grouped the

beatitudes, ‘‘ Blessed are “the poor in
spirit, they that mourn, the meek, they
who hanger and thirst after righteousness,

the merciful, the pure in heart, the peacemakers.” These are not distinct qualities,

but attributes of the same character.

He

who has one of them has all in a greater

or less degree.
The apostle makes a like grouping on
both sides : *‘The fruit of the Spiritis love,
joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith,

meekness,

temperance,”

Over against them he sets the works of
the flesh: ¢ Adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance,

Sabbath-school

teacher,

or pastor.

And

emulations, wrath,

strife, seditions, heresies, envyings, mur~ ders, drunkenness, revellings.” A most
fearful catalogue, and so different trom

revival,”

the

very

persons a feeling of repulsion and aversion as against an evil.
Now I do not propose to defend whatever may be presented to public notice as
‘‘arevival.” A good name, whether assumed by men, meetings, or movements,
does not necessarily make either of them
good or worthy of their name.
On
the other hand, whatever form revivals may take, or have taken, whether

mistakes

have been made, or whatever

evils haye

accompanied

them

occasioned

by

do

them,

we

or
not

been
admit

that any objections can be valid which
hinder us from hoping fof such widespread and rapid extension of the gospel
as has yet never beenseen ; or that should

in any

way

hinder

the most

earnest,

enthusiastic, persistent endeavor, by every

legitimate means to promote revivals ; or
should weaken and restrain the prayer,
¢« O Lord, revive thy work ! ”
:
‘““We have no great faith in sudden
conversions,” is a common form of stating
an ordinary objection against revivals.
What is conversion? It is not the attain-

Freewill Baptist church, and. they and suffering for the want of the necessities of |
those who came after them were organiz- life.
ioe
;
:
ken.. We can not trace the way the mind ing churches and Quarterly meetings on
Tobacco using is a = wide-spread, an
of the mother touches and molds the every hand? If this was not the time, enormous evil.” It should
talked
be
character of the child, and yet the fact when was it? If when thus engaged against, preached against and opposed by
remains. ' If we go a step farther in oyr they were not guided by reason and reve- a strong and healthy public sentiment.
imagination we are lost in the wonderful lation, then would not reason and revelamaze. * We can only say in reply that ‘tion guide us back to their starting point
A DEFENCE OF NEW ENGLAND.
there is no principle of mental philosophy and nestle us in thebosom of the old |
THE JUNIOR SENATOR'S MAIDEN SPEECH.
with which we are acquainted that forbids church?
the feasibilityof the explanation suggested, that mind can

act upon mind

The brotherasks, ‘ Why do our church-

at a

es refuse to put in practice our order of
discipline in the case of an unruly member?”
:

distanceby certain laws of spirit which

‘nothing said in favor of wide-spread andfare above and beyond the comprehension
sudden revivals should disparage such of our finite capacities, but which we
or

di V

age

the

shall undergtand fully, no

I will venture an answer “without fear

doubt, when

ever,

THE OLD VETERAWITHNSUS.

BY PROF. J. FULLONTONj D. DX. on

In preparing my centenhial discourse,

:

i“

And this power never grows old or
loses its adaptation to the wants of man
amidst the constant changes of society,
any more than a lens does for transmitting the rays of the sun from age to age.
Yet with these admissions, and with
profound veneration for the ordinary
calm ‘and methodical means of” grace, I
nevertheless believe in wide-spread sudden “conversions,” and that, too, through
other , instrumentalities

and

in

circum-

stances which leave no doubt of their being caused by what has been termed an
extraordinary out-pouring of God’s Spirit. I think there is sometimes a dogmatic irreverence in discussing the question as
to how and when that living Spirit should
operate on the souls of men.
It should never be forgotton that he
works according to his own counsel of

unerring and inscrutable wisdom.

And

the instrumentalities which God's Spirit employs may be _often exceptional
to his general rule.
.
It is surely a great mercy when!thé
regular

ministry, or any other ordinance

of his, becomes

inéflicient through

sinful

indifference or unbelief, that he should
raise up in such an emergency, and that,
too, frequently from the most unexpected
quarters, those who ill do the work
which others ought to have done.
The-grand end of saving lost souls, and
bringing many sons and daughters unto
God, cannot be sacrificed to any .organization ordained for that purpose when
it fails either to seekit or accomplish it.
>

INTERCOURSE

OF MIND WITH MIND.

BY J.

M.

BAILEY,

tion of education in general, or pulpit culture in particular, challenging every congregationI have addressed to this end, and

got simply silence.

ETRE,

45, ih, 46, 15. AT

|-

tion to be againgt its the Republican party undertaking to dothe duty which the Constitution

Next to the evil of intemperance in the
use of alcoholic drinks, stands the evil of
tobacco using. The commencement of the
downward career of many a young man is

nephew

He began, perhaps, by smoking a cigar at
the request of a boy companion. . Smoking led him into not the best of company,
where idle, if not vicious, conversation
was listened to. The continued use of tobacco produces a thirst which water does
not quench.
It irritates or inflames the
throat. There is a craving for stronger
drink than water.
Cider, beer, wine,
whiskey and rum in succession may be in-

of Eld.

Randall,

T. G. Davis,

spirit, are crowded

into so

‘“ Go on,” he

‘ with your

says,

little space.
schools,

colleges and educated ministry (the more
highly educated the better), but don’t forget that

it

is

not

by

learning,

¢ nor

by

might nor by power (human), but by my
spirit saith the Lord.” All these may be
good helps in the spread of the Gospel and
conversion of the world.
But our dependence is on God.” © Remember, that

this is the statement of a man, who was 8

years old when Randall died, and so is now

some 81,
preach.

saw

Randall

and
:

heard

him
:

For the same purpose for which I made
this testimony, I stated some weeks -ago,
that one of the 17 veterans, who sat together on the platform at Weirs last summer,

had

forwarded

his

contribution

to

the Treasury of our Education Society;
since then, another, I think the very oldest of the 17, has done the same.

tion these things, because

there

I

men-

are

men

very much younger, who if they do not op-

used

tobacco.

temptations
we may, and
sire that he
ones which

even though we avoid all that
every one should sincerely debe not led into the additional
come unneccessarily with to-

bacco using.

-

Tobacco smoking produces injurious effeets upon the health which are alone sufficient to condemn the practice. It affects
the blood, making it thinner

than

naturai

look

yellowish,

white

and

frosty. \The

impaired by its use. The heart is weakened and made irregular in its action.
The

less

means of the senses, but farther than this,

church was wholly invested in the clergy,

membrane

of

its

‘‘evidences;”

for

how

little

The stomachis debilitated and digestion

of the mouth

is irritated,

caus-

could have been knowa by the converted we do not know the how—tkhe modus op- but we have let go of that, and like the ing enlargement and soreness of the tonthe other.
Can it be that these characterjailor
of Phillipi, who was one day a erandi. It must be governed by laws of pendulum of the clock, have gone to the sils known as * smoker's sore throat.”
istics of evil belong to one and the same
heathen,
and the next day a baptized | spirit, rather than of matter, which have other extreme. ” Wherein? Do the clergy "The brain is oppressed and the activity of
person ; and also those of good to one of
the mind is impaired. Many other deopposite character? Such indeed is the Christian, or by the converted thief on not been revealed to us. There are many have no power in the government of the
rangements of the health are due to tobacphenomena of realities which are inex- church now?
:
the
cross,
or
by
the
three
thousand
confuct as verified by individual experience
!
plicable on any other supposition.
Again, the brother says, ¢¢ Othexghings co using.
and history. So the Scriptures draw the verts on the day of Pentecost!
The
use
of
tobacco
by the young is even
Thinking
of
a
Triendat
a
distance
oftbeing
equal
the
clergy
ought
9
”
know
In conversions there must be thorough
line between the two great divisions of
more harmful than te thos¢ who have aten
has
heen
found
afterwards
to
be
recipbetter
than
the
laity
what
is
best
for
the
earnestness
about
the
salvation
of
the
men, the righteous and the wicked. In,
tained their growth. It causes impairthis respect ‘they recognize no mixed soul, or our relationship to God. And rocal. It has become a very common ex- church, and in action,at least, the laity ment of growth, premature
manhood and
perience.
We
have
called
on
persons
ought to acknowledge this fact.” Now
mordl character
; no one belongs to both why should not this feeling be suddenly
physical prostration. The boy who bewho
have
said
to
us,
‘We
have
not
what
more
does
the
Pope
claim
than
this?
~ classes, or partly to one and partly to the kindled ? Men can be easily roused to
gins to mse tobacco before he has attained
other. Every man is either the servant sudden earnestness in order to save their thought of you before for a long time, But do we not acknowledge it? Are not his growth will not reach the full statare
but
we
have
been
thinking
of
you
all
the moderators of our large bodies alof God, or the servant of sin.
No one bodies, when they realize present danger ;
he otherwise might attain. ' Where several
why not to save their souls? If ¢¢ this day to-day.” If this thinking has been most invariably clergymen ? Does not generations in succession, as in Connectican serve two masters.
There is indeed much variety of moral night ” a human soul may be required to accompanied by danger and keen anguish the moderator generally appoint a majori- cut, where tobacco is raised, have used
been manifested in ty and frequently the whole of the busicharacter. There is the young ruler, give its account, surely on this day con- it . has sometimes
the weed, a notable falling off in the averterrific
dreams
or
visions
which meant ness committees, clergymen thereby con- age hight and size of the persons in each
with so much that is strict and amiable, version is reqired to make that account
something more than a common dream trolling all the business transactions of successive generation has been observed.
that even Jesus loved him. There is one of joy and ‘not of sorrow.
resulting from the labors and excite- the meeting? What more can the brother If continued to a sufficient extent, and
Judas Iscariot, so mean and low as to
Conversion
implies
faith
in
what
God
be
justly called a devil ; yet both were under has revealed tous. Aud why should we ments of the day which trespass upon ask than this?
practiced by both women and men, ‘the
Then, do we not'submit to a missionary race in time would be reduced to pigmies
the same predominating wule of selfish. not at once believe God ? Do we think it the slumbers of the following night, or
_ ness. In society a wide chasm divides necessary to hesitate for months and years springing from some optical or auricu- committee in our Quarterly Meetings, or become extinct.
:
. the moral from the vicious, but God only ere we believe the word of an honorable, lar, illusion which plays upon the fancy ,who areall ministers, so that the laity
In regard to the effect of tobacco using
of "the dozing sleeper. It seems al- have practically and in reality but little upon successive generations, Dr. Richardtrathful man, in matters ‘of fact about
knows where is the line of “distinction,
Which he can not possibly be mistaken ? most like & revelation which can not to do with the regulation and discipline son;‘one of the best of authorities, says:
and where is the greater guilt.
He whose heart is ruled by the love of And shall we think it strange to believe be explained by any known laws ofg of the meeting ?
¢ If a community of youths of both sexes,
God produces the fruits of the Spirit, and God's word the moment we hear it? Is it mind or matter.
Ro dl
‘What does the brother mean by *¢ Pod- + whose progenitors were finely formed and
he who is under the dominion of sin, at ali incredible that a sincere, earnest
The following are given as statements auger days?” Does he mean the days of powerful, were to be trained to the early
brings* forth the fruits of sin. Our cir- man should believingly say, the moment of fact. A man who was beaten over the fathers when Freewill (not Free-won’t) practice of smoking, and if marriage were
cumstances of light and opportutity vary he hears the gospel, ‘I have been a the head by a midnight assassin seemed Baptist churches were multiplied on ev- to be confined to the smokers, an apparthe development and degree, but the great sinner in treating this message with to communicate the fact to his daughter ery side? If not, when were the ¢* Pod-au- ently new and physically inferior race of
men and women would be bred.
Such an
essential character is the same.
neglect! By my disbelief I have made ‘in a dream, who was a mile away, and ger days?”
po
experiment
is
impossible
as
we
live, for
God
a liar; I shall do so no more!
This is no arbitrary or harsh judgment.
: "What
augers. are in use now? By
Thy she ge warning of it.
many of our fathers do not smoke, ‘dnd
God does not deal harshly with any. ‘word is truth; Lord, I believe ; help my
Mail-weigher Fox of New York§ who the way, is not * Free-wont” as necscarcely any of our mothers, and
so,—
;
:
unbelief”?
Jesus ever showed a just discrimination
was one of the victims of the late rail- essary to a well develaped Christian charchiefly
to
the
credit
of
our
women,
be
‘it
Conversion implies a ¢ Yielding our- road disaster at Tioga, struggled with acter as Freewill ?
and boundless charity. But he knew the
said,—the integrity of the race is fairly
selves
to God,” because thus believing in
heart of man and his history. Cfeated in
He says, ¢‘ Spasmodic religion passes preserved.”
the flames in the mail-car until he died.
the image of God, with capacities and his love manifested through Jesus Christ He would naturally think of his wife at a discount.” What is spasmodic religWhat is the use of tobaccé smoking or
And" certainly this with the utmost intensity, and though ion and when was it at par? Was it the repowers of the bighest order,he might and him crucified.
chewing or snuffing? Each and all the
have had unbroken communion with all attitude of. the Soul may be assumed at asleep a hundred miles. distant she ligion of our Marks, Colby, dur “unlettered
‘methods of using it are disgusting and it is
that is good and noble. But sin’ marfed ! once towards God, the very moment the thought of him, and had such a terrible Bowles, and many others I could mention’ surprising that some men, civilized men,’
und debased him, and still holds its rule gospel of his goodwill to us and of his view of his condition, that she seemed to whose labors everywhere were attended and more especially Christian men, will use
Ne
over the mass.
desire to possess our hearts, is heard.
become aware
of her widowhood before- with reformation, whose sermons 'were iv! It is needed neither for food nor med« Each gpe retains the power of choice,
If¥¥on the genuineness of conversion hand,and could not shake off the cohviction mighty through Godto the pulling‘down icine, It does one no good, but evil, rath.
and determines his destiny. He can yield that the Scriptures lay stress, not on its when she arose in ‘the morning! The of strongholds?
er, all the way along. Tobacco is costly
ol
;
his heart to God to love and serve him, be slowness or its suddenness; and the ‘test ‘sequel proved its correctness. "It.is not.
and
many who indulge in its use can ill afThe brother gays, ‘Reason and revelaa child of his and an heir of glory; or he ‘is, “By their fruits ye shall knew them.” enough to say that this is all superstition, tion must guide usg henceforth or- we ford to spare the money which it costs—in
fact many families are deprived of some of
can choose to gratify a selfish propensity, | ‘¢ But the whole tendency of revivals,” or_-mervousness, ‘There are ton many shall be distanced in the race.”
the
comforts and necessities of life that
make this his god, lead a life in consongnce says another objector,:** and of the
(such
cases
establishing
its verity,—its
theory
Were ‘we never before guided by reas
“Z“Mith his choice; and reap the fruits of his of sudden conversions by means .of ‘any reality, Facts are stubborn things and son and revelation ? When was the time the head of the family may have his regui’ .COrruption, In either case. theré is a man’s preaching, is to’ disparage God's will abide. Neither is it necessary to ns- ‘in the history of the ‘denomination ‘When lar supplies of plug tobacco or cigars.
struggle and warfare.’ There are in every appointments of the church and the .con- cribe it to special divine interposition as it was guided less by reason and revela- Even those who can: well afford the éxheart the capacity , and power for good, stituted
ministry foe, © accomplishing long as it can be accounted for on the hy- ‘tion than now? Was it when Randall ‘and. pense incurred, could dispose of their
money to much better advantagé by giv“. and for evil, One or the other is chosen" genuine conversions.”
:
pothesis suggested.
g
his co-lahorers were organizing the first ing it to the poor,'to feed and clothe thode
"
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thousands, of

men

who,

if they

taken té*intimidate and bulldoze them, there
would not have been: to-day enough conservatives left to form the decent nucleus of a party.
It was easy to shoot at labor which had been
ground down by slavery; it was not so easy to

point a pistolat-gr look in the face of a white:
of Mass-

and, in some cases, paler, making the skin | ‘man, starving and hungry workmen

Star of April 6, when he says, ¢ Under
the old regime the government of the

Sher-

there was in that State 139,000 paupers, spendthrifts and drunkards deprived by law of the

eight to, eighteen dollars. The Senator from.
Florida had been bold in calling the laboring
men of Massachusetts ‘‘serfs;” serfs, men to be
bulldozed and intimidated. If the working
men of. Massachusetts had been in Louisiana
and the conservatives of that State had under-

wood means in his very ablearticle in the

I don’t understand what brother

upon their duties under the Constitution. ¥t
was brave in the Senator to make in attack
upon Massachusetts when he had said that

Without it he will be led into fewer temptations than with it. We all have enough

well substantiated.
We do not understand its laws. Mind communicates with
the outside world as far as we can see by

pretty

on the defen-

sive.
Oh, there was bravery enough on the
other side of the chamber! There was bravery
enough in the Senator from Georgia : (Brown)
‘when he rose in his place and with great 'dige
nity, and with the Constitution in his hand,
Tead day after day lectures to the Republicans:

there were

must end in this, if genuine. These are
the results of conversion. Nor does it
imply anything like a full or accurate
knowledge of the Christian scheme, far

itis a fact

were obliged to put themselves

-

Senators

is that tobacco-using creates a thirst,an in- could get out, would vote the Democratic ticket. The Senator from Florida (Call) needed
tensified longing, which renders the persen. lo
courage to make an attack upon the industries
using it much more likely to fall into intem- of Massachusetts. The complaint was that im
perate habits than he would if not addict Massachusetts educational qualifications were
ed to the practice.
Any young man who
placed upon the ballet, but he (Frye) asserted
wishes to ‘lead an honorable, respectable, that where the South raised one dollar for the
upright life should avoid tobacco using. education of voters, the North raised from

How mind acts upon mind at a distance
and yet

Republican

and penitentiaries of the great Commonwealth

ment of good habits, nor even the doing
of good works,’ though it leads to, and

is mysterious,

rica” day after day,- and

men who smoke also drink. What we do say

become changed in shape and, instead of
having’a mutual attraction for each other
as in a state of health, lie loosely scattered
about in the blood, as theysdo in the blood
of those who are physically depressed, and
are deficientin muscular and mental power.

MAXFIELD.

oth-

We do not say that all young men or eld

and ‘the

ly indifferent to its value and importance.

AND LAITY.

instead of Senators on the

er side putting themselves on the defensive,
they stood up and * carried the war into Af

downward career of that young man henceforth will be at break-neck speed.
.

the thirst,

blood globules, as seen by the microscope,

BY EZRA

prescribed,
and

right to vote, and if they were allowed to vote
they would vote the Democratic ticket; that re-quired courage to say. The Senator might have
gone further, and declared that in the prisons

dulged in to quench

poseeducation in the ministry, are strangePa
40

effect,

great

It produced

about four weeks.

He said the Senator from Pennsylvania: (Cam-

Democratic party clearly in the wrong; knowing itself to be wrong; knowing the Constitu-

THE TOBAC00 EVIL. *
BY HENRY REYNOLDS, M. D.

marked by the time he first

which I have read with great interest.
It
confirms another statement which I have
made, namely that the very old men in the
denomination are largely the fast friends
of
our
educational interests.
I am
going to quote the closing séntences ef
his communication.
I would that the
whole could be inserted anew, for it is
rarely the case, that so much good sense
and so much evidence of a large Christian

side during the debate that has run on now for

; was the Senate in extra session, with the Con
stitution over it, with its duties before it, the

rere

the Star contains a communication from’ a

MINISTRY

D. D.

The last numberof

speech that has been made on the Republican

the door of the pastors. (8ee F. B. | ber of the Senate, and it seemed=to him that
sec.2nd.) When they are inact- | those words were ‘‘ mere idle words.”: He
are at ease; when they lead, a had never seen in all his life, he had never
in all his life, of braver men than were to=
of us follow; and when they read
day on the other side of the chamber.
Here

drive, we sulk or scatter. -

I

now as ever, the preaching of the word, made diligent inquiry to find, if possible,
by ministers duly ‘prepared and regular- one sentence or phrase exen, eitherspoken
or’ any. one of
ly called and ordnined by the Christian or written by Eld. Rand]
his cotemporary ministers; in: condemnachurch , is the grand means of convert-

ing sinners.

rests at
usages,
ive they
majority

hereafter, and there we may leave it,

for the church by the risen Saviour; and

On Wednesday last Senator Frye, of Maine,
delivered his first speech in the U. S. Senate.
It is spoken of as the first positively aggressive

of
suecessful
contradiction. Where baron) hag Tuesday exhorted the, Senators on
wholesome dicispline is neglected in“our,f the other’ side to be “brave men.” He (Frye) had.
churches, four-fifths of the responsibility J.been-here looking on since he had been a mem-*

‘this ¢ mortal Shall put on immortality.”
Xt
is not revealed to us now, but it will be
in

I mest heartily

God’s own time, attend such labors.

persons in the promotion of révival work,

the parson go to fawn;

BY

ful and prayerful labor of a pious parent,

believe that a true revival shall

@

they have been led to question the reality
of sudden conversions, the evidence of
the instrumentalities ‘and ‘means ordinarily
employed to effect them, and the correctness of the, teaching imparted either to
awaken or build up. They have known
of the exaggerated and extravagant addresses which have been used by some

Some to scan a robe or bonnet,
Some to price the trimming on it;

fp

i

enough to express nmry conviction ef" the
blessing, which, as an ordinary rule, is
sure to follow frem the Lord,on the faith-

earnest painstaking;

or heard régarding * revival movements,”

z

Some to vaunt their pious zeal;

:

I can not for myself use language strong

hope of such a blessing.

C.F. PENNEY,

of truth, and from what

-

Some their neighbors to assess;

Some for bread, and some

REVIVALS.

whether

There is no doubt that very strong
This is emphatically, true regarding
The ministry
prejudices are entertained by many most the work of the ministry.
intelligent, sober-minded, and
sincere is of God as much as the Bible is, and it
Christians against revivals. From their is one of the most precious gifts obtained |

* Qonte their idle time to spend;

Some go there to use there eyes,

Ed

I

Some go to church just for a walk;
Some to stare, and laugh, and talk;
Some go there to meet a friend,

Some

BY

TO CHURCH.

And newest fashions eriticize;
Some to show their own smart

SE

Jesus,”

of is most true.

have

issue is the same. Therefore set your
affections on things above, not on things
below. See that the ruling passion is

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 1881. .

Some a courtship to fliscover;

may

one or another trait prominent, but being
under the rule of self and sin, the vital

Eg

GOING

Ei)

and becomes predominant. The character
and destiny are such as result from this

in

NO. 17.

achusetts.
The savings of the laborers in that
State would be enough to buy the whole State
of Florida five times over; and have $50,000,000
left. Oh, it required courage to call them
“ serfs,” Oh, the courage of the Senator from
North Carolina (Vance)! A braver man than
the Senator could not be found when he declared that North Carolina had never repudiated a single dollar of her debt. Senators on
the Republican side had stated that they were:
making this fight for a principle, that the maThat was
jority should govern the minority.
not the ground upon which be made this fight
for himself and his State. There was force in
it, but there was another ground which appealed to him with infinitely greater strength than
that. He had seen something of minorities:
in the other house, but had supposed that
when he came to this distinguished body hehad bid adieu to filibustering altogether, - but,
behold,
“all the filibustering
in the ‘other

body

faded

into

insignificance

before

that

practiced in this chamber. The ground upon
which he made the fight was this: 'That there
was a ‘“ solid South,” and that the solid South
was a constant menace to the prosperity and
to the safety of the American people.
The

North to-day placed the fight on that. ground, -

and said that the solid South should be broken
if its solidity came from any deprivation of any
right
of any citizen of the United States, He then

proceeded at length

to quote from

the court:

records and other documents to show that ins
no Southern State was there a free vote and &
fair count. He went into the details of bulldozing and intimidation in the various Southern
States to show that in some places the * Mississippi plan” was. resorted to, in others that
tissue ballots were used, and in all others that

‘¢ dead lines” were drawn around the polls and

¢¢ Garfield niggers” forbidden to cross

was frequently interrupted

it.

by Senators

from

the States to which he referred, and sometimes rather warm discussions ensued.
Mr. Frye, continuing: his speech, referred to
the ¢‘ shoe-string”
district
of Mississippi,
Chalmers’s district, and stated
that great
frauds had been committed there. A white
Democrat, a member of the other house, had
openly said to him, * The election in the shoestring district was an infamous farce. and
when I come to vote I shall vote 80,” and that
had been said by a Democrat and a Confeder-

ate. The people of the North could not be
blindfolded. The elections in the South were
not free, nor fair, not without fraud, and evem
to-day not without violence.

The Republicans

had said when this contest had begun that they
intended
to fight on this line until

South,

solidity.

made

solid

in

devious ways,

the solid
lost. its

They recognized in the fight in Vir~

ginia the entering wedge, and because they
recognized it as the entering wedge, and for

that reason

stand

alone, they

had

determined

to

by it, to give it their ** amen and amen,”

hoping that sooner or later the South? might +
rise up to the dignity of free and, independent
States, and give to every man, white or black,
his rights. Senators from the South, he continued, we shall make that fight forever, unless victory comes before forever euds.
It is
certain ** he mills of God grind slowly, but

they

grind

exceeding small.”

He described

the contest which had taken place in. this
country between the civilization which” hadi

been based on slavery and barbarism, and thao.
based on school-books and the Bible; in Which

the latter had prevailéd;

and in conclusion

said: The pen of history, with iron point, has
written down with blood the history of those

few

years following the war in your bright

Southern land, and your children, and their
children reading these terrible pages one of

these future days, will hide their fuces in their
hands and put their hands in the dust.
We
come once more to say to you, solemn.
United
the”
of
ly, that every man, every citizen

States, white ‘or buck, foreign born ‘or nativeborn, shall have and enjoy all the rights guar-

"anteed to him by the Constitution of his coun

try. ‘We say to you now that the laws of the
United States pigs statute books: shall be gn
forced, on every inch of territory ‘ Over Which

the United

States

flag -floats, and; Sebatory

from ‘the South, by the help and io the
name of Almighty God, we will act uptyo that

purpose.”

:
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| as a denomination, , see to it that his or

S. 3. Bepartmend.

to ourselves is, therefore, to find God.”—

Communications,

Sunday-School Lesson.--May. 8.

' Godet. Hired sefvants. They who serve
God not from a child's love, but:from.

-FAQTS AND THEIR LESSONS.

wl

The heart is. God's sanctuary. ' To

(For Questions see Star Quarterly
and Lesson Papers.)
THE

PRODIGAL

FIERY

DAILY

SON.

READINGS.

The prodigal son.
Lukel5: 11-24.
The extent of sin. Is.1:2-9.
The bitterness of sin. Jer. 2: 14—30,

. The Father’s love. John 3: 11—21.
Stfangers made nigh. Eph. 2:11—22.
Sinreers returning. Jer. 50:4—7.
Full forgiveness. Ps.103:1-—-22.

GOLDENFEXT:
father,

:
4

« Iwill arise and go to my

and will say

have sinned

unto

against

him,

heaven

Father, I

and

before

thee ”—Luke 15: 18.

Luke 15: 11—24,

:
Notes and Hints.
_ *< This parablehas been ek. "i
the crown and pearl of all Christ's
parables,—a world of’ beauty, wisdom and
- lpve,condensed into a few words, as the

whole great landscape is painted on the
‘minute retina:of the eye.”—Peloubet. ¢ The

other two “parables (our last lesson)

set

before us God seeking and finding the
sinner, through the incarnation of the ¢Son,
and the agency of the Spirit. The third
shows us the sinner seeking God. They
are all three true in every real conver-sion.”— Rev. W. M. Taylor, D. D.
(In

our notes upon the last lesson we chose
' “to regard the woman searching for the
lost coin asa type of the church, and this

we still prefer, though many will like Dr.
“Taylor's view given above.—Ed.)
11. A certain man. Represents our
heavenly Father. Christ never speaks thus
-of himself.
Two sons.
These represent
the two classes whose presence and con-

-dition gd#ve rise to the discourse, viz.: (1)
‘the Pharisees, and (2) the publicans and
sinners. In a general sense the elder
son fitly represents all proud and self-'
righteous ones, and the

younger

son

all

penitent and rumble sinners.
12. Give.me the portion of goods. He
asks this, not that he may go into busimess for himself, nor from

covetousness,

mor yet, perhaps, from a love

of sinful

* . pleasure, but, as seems most likely, that
he may be out from under his father’s
control, free from restraint.

Just

this is

the root of all sin, man’s desire and determination to be his own master. * Here
ds the image of a heart swayed by licentious appetites; God is the obstacle in its
way, and freedom to do anything appears
to it asthe condition of happiness.”—
‘Godet. Divide his living. And allowed
the young man to find out his folly by a
Jitter experience.
13. Not many days after. Eager to try
his new found freedom. Into a far country.
To show his enterprising spirit, and
ability to look out for himself.

“Glad to

come

his place as a son by his own act; he only
desires the
humblest
place.
¢ The

| change has come
change!
couched
quisite simplicity
pressly framed

'at last, and what a
in terms of such exand power as if exfor all heart-broken

$26,752.01.

the centennial year probably caused the
great difference between the amounts
raised in ’79 and '80. We know that the
inflation of the currency in 65 and onward; helped swell the figures in those
years, but we

penitents.”—J. F'. and B.

The great efforts made in

must

remember

that

our

He had spent all.

I. Noman issafe
from God’s control.

As it seems, in

a very short time. The pleasures of sin
are usually short. The property gather«ed by long years of toil and economy is
often
scattered
quickly.
4 mighty
Famine. Fitly represents the weariness
and disgust that follows a life of debauchery; sensual pleasures are also brought
to an end by circumstances.
¢ A famine
of truth and love and all whereby the
:8pirit of man truly lives.”— Trench.
“Here 13 a wait which riot can not
satisfy. Licentious indulge;
will only
excite for a brief season, ‘blinding the
eyes for the time to all-that is beyond the
+ whirl ; but when the excitement is over a

great

void is left behind.

The

whirl:

stops, objects beyond become visible, and
the man finds himself unprepared for
meeting them.”— Calderwood.
15. Joined himself. *‘ Clave unto.”
4 citizen. Himself a stranger in that
far-off land. The citizen may represent
ithe personification of sin to which every
sinner becomes a slave. 70 feed swine.

Regarded by the Jews as very degradin

“¢

There may be

an

«cupation of the

allusion

to

the

| -

publicans, whose office

was to serve a foreigner in a degrading
duty.”— Riddle.
16. Fain. Gladly, Husks. Pods of
rthe carob tree; a long pod filled with

seeds like beans; much used for feeding
dnimals, and net unfrequently by the
people themselves; not loathsome nor
~ amwholesome,

‘but ‘coarse

and

cheap.,

“¢ He who would rot feed on bread of
angels asksin hinger for hiieks of swine.”
Trench.
Noman gave. Would give,
«even of that cheap stuff. ¢ Sad.is this
picture of humbling, bitter extremity.
As we look npon it, let us remember that

poverty is in itself no disgrace,
there be

many

though

disgraceful paths

which

lead down to it."— Calderwood.
17. Came to himself. ‘ Remembered
chimself."—Tyndale.

There

comes

an

awakening at last; the pinch of sore dis-

stress brings him to himself; his eyes are

J opened

by the discipline of

disaster.

: ~+¢Self-recollection is the first step towards

recovery:"—Cook.

* The words, When

Was born in New Chester (Hill), N
H., Dec. 12, 1806, and died in Meredith

“He that believeth on the Son of God
hath the witness in himself.” (1 John

bors in these places were blest and souls

fos

were converted:
On going to N. Y. he became

5: 10:
Says John (v. 9): “If we receive the
witness

greater.”

of men, the

This

witness

But when they hear the calls of business

they have no ear for the call of God, until

witness that

the

who

breaks

(From Rev. R. H. Meredith,

He

was

to

his

father

a

D.D.)

“lost

even before he wandered away.

son,”

He was

discontented in his father’s house,

(1) Because of the alienation of his.
affections. This was the root of his rebellion. It is to the heart that we must
look to discover the secret of our own
rebellion.
(2) Because of his impatience
restraint. A yoke that'is felt must always
be galling. When the principle of filial
love was gone, the restraint of home
became irksome. The like sad absence
of filial love to God bas produced in all
sinners the like impatience of his laws,
and the like wanderings of heart and life.
(3) Because of his utter selfishness,

He makes himself the center and circumference of all his thought and action.

to-day among us than in the years gone
by. Have we been growing poorer in
this world’s goods so that we are unable
to pay $1 a year apiece into the Lord’s
treasury?
It was less than 33 cents
apiece we gave last year. Our great
centennial year! We do not believe that
it is poverty that hinders our advance.

We believe it is a want of unign more
than any other one thing. So many organi-

zations to do one and the same work may

This holy witness gives mo uncertain
promptings.
By him we can know that
we have passed from death unto life.
By him the love of God is so;shed abroad

in the heart, that we love with a pure
heart, fervently ; and this love is an outward manifestation of that holy influence

within.

Says John, ¢‘ By this we

know

that we have passed from death unto-life,

because we love the brethren.” One of
the fruits of the Spirit is love,—love to
God and man,—and as there can be no
mistaking such evidence, then the love of
God in the heart will testify of his Spirit
dwelling in the soul, casting his holy influence abroad and encouraging, quickening, reviving and building up the man,
going on unto perfection. Thus he has a

mighty propelling aud controlling agency

within, constituting ‘the witness” that
he has ¢“ in himself.”
But this witnessing within is suspended
upon the condition of faith on the Son. of

God.

¢ He that believeth on the Son of

have done us great mischief. We know
of some churches who have been besought by different societies to contribute
for missions and they have become con-

God,” etc. - Now to beevi on the Son of
God, implies more than simple faith in
his existence. For even devils believe
this much and are devils still ; and many
fused and in the end have done nothing. very wicked men admit this and are no
Our General Conference, composed of better Tor it. To believe about the Son
representatives from all quarters of the of God merely as a subject of history,
denomination, has asked the churches to helps nobody, but rather condemns. It
contribute the sum of $1 per member is a feasting on him by faith, that sancti-

a mem-

preach.

After his return to N. H.

a

person.

can

accomplish

more in life, and I am sure he will have
a larger compensation, who is faithful in
God's service, than one who makesyithe

remained in it until 1827. April 7, 1825,
he received from that church license to

be-

liever has *‘in himself” is ‘the witness
gt God,” which is given in the Holy Spir-

ity to do our religions du-

ties.
I believe

ber of the C. 1. church in Ballston and

of God is

world his god.

in wi,

Those who honor 4)

he will honor.

To

serve

God

in

an

he went to Lowell and began preaching
there. This was in the spring of ‘1828.

acceptable manner, we

member of the New Durham Q. M.

opportunities and talents. Let us shake
ff this worldly mindedness, which is
reezing our churches to death.
It is our privilegeto hold hourly com-

must be faithful

in all things, seeing that every thing is
in the same order in which God has dihe having become dissatisfied with the |
:
a
rected it torbe placed.
C. B. views of free-grace and the comGod's cause is the first in importance,
munion, and having adopted the F. B. and in
value, before which all earthly
views. A church was soon gathered,
things sink into insignificance. ** What
but some years after became: extinct.
doth it profit a man to gain the Whole
In June, ’28, he made application to,and
world and lose his soul?”
was received by, the N. H. Y. M. ConferWe have no right to idle away our
ence in session at Strafford, into fellow- lives.
God has a just claim upon every
ship as a Christian and licensed preacher, moment of
our, time, and: God will call
and in Aug. of the next year became a us to a strict account

Hé was the first F. B. preacher there,

for the use

Jan. 20, 1830, he was ocdained at Canterbury, by Elds. E. Place, S. B. Dyer, P.
Clark, T. Flanders, W. Swain and J.
Harriman.
With ardor and zeal he went
forth preaching the words of life in different towns, seeing much of the power of

‘God in the salvation of men.

he

witnessed the

of

outpouring

while

our

rr

Ged’s Spirit and many were converted and
added to the church.
After this, he was at Farmington and

|,

Dover, and subsquently at Lowell

Ye have need of patience.
said, *“ There is a great deal
ture in mankind.” This is
bat isi often used to indicatea
or stubborn disposition or
unlovely trait of character.

again.

In 1852 he started the Belvidere Mission
so called, in that part of Lowell called
Centerville, which school is now in pros-.
perous condition and of which he was the
first president.
As
He ultimately returned to Meredith
village where for the most part he spent
his last years, preaching in different pla-

ces as the way

opened,

and where he

fell asleep.June 6, of last year, just before the Centennial at the Weirs.
Bro. S. was a preacher of great power
in his day. Moving the hearts of his hearers
in a wonderful manner.
He had great
power in prayer,moving every heart, even

the stoutest. By many to their latest day he
has been spoken of in this respect. Their
recollection of his sermons at the June
meetings and on other occasions is very
vivid. His style of preaching was highly pathetic, descriptive and earpest.
He
stormed the heart, and his enemies

offen

hands “are

busy with secular affairs. Reaching up
out of self, out of the things of time and
sense and laying hold of the spiritual and
eternal, we may rejoice evermore.

Near this

time he moved to Meredith, and here

wonderful

munion with God;

of our

PATIENCE.
BY REV. DEXTER WATERMAN.

are a great many

It is often
of human natrue of all,
selfish, rash
some other
Now there

imperfections in

man-

Kind, ‘but they are not all. found in one
individual. Such a one would be a monster in human

form.

Some

persons

are

full of mirth and even given to foolish
talking much more than * is convenient.”

Some are stubborn and wrathful, others
are covetous, stingy, narrow contracted.
Some (not many)
are generous to a

fult, while others are sharp and overreaching. Some are unstable in all their
ways, and can not be depended upon
when most needed. Some are revengeful.
If they fancy they have been slighted,
they never forgive,and are always looking
for an opportunity to render evil for evil.

Some are given

to fault-finding, and if
liked to hear hin preach and pray.
Had
anything is done differently from what
he givemyimself entirely to the evangel- |
they wish, they censure unsparingly.
istic work for which he was specially
qualified, as Colby

and

others

did,

he

would have been among the first of that
class of laborers, a kind of labor needed
now, and a kind of element meedful to be
developed and brought out in the present
ministry among us, that our country
churches which the fathers planted be not

Some

are

of a

nervous

temperament,

which gives them the appearance of being
irritated, even when ‘they have not the
slightest consciousness of any such thing.
They speak impulsively, and appear to
great disadvantage.
Even the meekest
man that ever lived once spoke unadyisedly with his lips. Some ‘‘Make a man an
offender for a word.” See. Isa. 29+ 21."
Many other imperfections attach them-

left to dwindle and die.
Beginning his ministry, with limited
education, and receiving but a eager supselves to human nature.
Brethren, ye
port as most ministers of that day did, and |
have
need
of
patienc
e,
and
forbearance
being dependent for years upon his own
toe.
These
imperfe
ctions
are
sources of
hands for the support of his -family, he
could procure but few helps for his work ;
yet he acquired an amount of practical
knowledge few get under the
same
circumstances. In his preaching he attempted no display but went directly to the
object, the salvation of the soul. He was
eloquent, as a soul in sympathy with
Christ and the

souls

of

men,

will

be.

When filled thus, his preaching was very
effective.
His love for the church was ardent and

her troubles were his.
nomination

of his

He loved the de-

choice

church, and ever defended

next
her

to

the

doctrines

grief and pain often'to
one, and so while

the

unfortunate

we do not approve the

rong, we should examine
whether there be not a beam in
eye, and pull it out if possible,
for our erring brothers. “If

ourselves
our own
and pray
a man be

overtaken in a fault, ye which are spirit-

ual, restore such a one in the spirit of
meekness, considering thyself lest thou
also be tempted.” Gal. 6: 1. We all

have our imperfections, and mourn over

them, but there has no temptation taken you
but such is common to man, and God will
not suffer you to be tempted above what
you are able, but will give you victory
over the easily besetting sins. He has

and practices.
He was the friend of the
oppressed and wronged and a staunch
We must never forget that all wasting
friend of the temperance cause.
When said, ‘¢ My grace is sufficient for thee.”
cents for the cause of Education among
of our gifts-is a sin. Man is made for a
Let us seek for*a closer walk with God,
too feeble really to be out, he would work
those preparing for the ' ministry.
It
noble purpose ; his duties touch eternity,
of the spirit of Jesus, more of the
more
his way to the hall and stand up with the
and are given for use in time. If, there’ seems to us that loyalty to the denomina- This is what believes even to the saving
of Christ, forpesring oné another
image
“Blue Ribbon Boys,” in advocacy of their
fore, we shall in any manner despise or tion requires that we meet this apportion- of the soul. 1Itis to believe that Christ
‘| ment first, and aflerwards engage in spe- came into the world to save sinners; that noble work in saving the poor drunkard. in love.
Ord
neglect the great object of life, shall we
*-othere is that power in his. atonement to Near his last meeting with them he rebe blameless ? Shall we, for even a cial work.
"A
company
of
New
Haven gentlemen
It is a serious question to ask how far save all that tzuly repent of their sins and quested to be buried by them and it was
moment, dare assume that itis no conmet
at
a
fashionable
restaurant
in that
granted.
organization has turn to him ; that this meets my case in
cern of ours how we employ our powers ? this multiplicity of
city,
the
other
night,
.and
sat
in
groups
He
leaves
a
wife’
who
says
of
him,
‘He
every
particular,
and,
therefore,
believing
|
Endowed with an intellect, whose power been a hindrance to the work. We have
was kind and affectionate and the breach about the small dining-room of the estabthus
on
him
I
*¢
have
life
.in
his
name.”
known
of
special
pleas
being
made
re|
of thought the farthest world can not
in the family no human arm or sympathy lishment, while the ladies who accompalimit, is it right to be followers of pleas- cently for Harper’s Ferry and Minnesota And ‘“ he that believeth on the. Son of
can
repair.”
She with many friends nied them were removing their wraps in
ures rather than of intellectual profit? and other places, to churches where they God hath everlasting life.” This is where
mourn
theix
loss
but are comforted by the a dressing room. A wealthy N. Y. merfaith
gives
us
the
victory
over
the
world.
have
not
met
their
regular
apportionWealth is laid at many a door for a
chant who was taking supper in the same
purpose, and if that purpose’ is thwarted nient. Money has been gathered and “ Til is the victory that overcometh the thought hate wrought a good work and room fell into conversation with some of
died'on
the
field
of
battle
and
is
saved
by an unjust steward, he is but a prodigal Bro. Brackett is. without his salary for world, even our faith.”
Christ has done the work that saves; forever with the redeemed in heaven. them, and, wishing te express the pleaswasting his opportunities, his talents and only six months, and the brethren in
not
that we have got to do some good The ministry of fifty years ago has near- | ure he took in the company, he quietly
innesota
to.
whom
the
Home
Mission
his life. The king in his palace and the
gave an order to a waiter to furnish all
dweller in the hut are held by this same pledged $800 for the current year, if it works before we can come to him. “The ly melted away, and niay their mantles
‘The
.
fall
on
their
Sucessors.
with champagne at his expense.
unyielding law, from which there “is no could be raised, have received $125 and work is finished. ¥ All things “fn Chyist
debut
trays,
on
in
brought
was
wine
J. ERSKINE,
escape. The powers which were given nearly eight months of the year is gone. are ready now,” and it’ only remains for
New Yorker
The
present.
all
by
clined
4-04
for eternity are not given to be frittered Bro. Manning in the South has received the individual to believe this, repent of
rose to explain, and asked all to.join him
about $100 of his salary, for two-thirds of ‘his or her sins, and come and accept ot
Shiefly upon time. Bey, D., 0. Mears,
GoD'S PLAN REVERSED.
Bigelow,
the year. Other parties have been treat- the ample provision; and that one is "There are some who are tryin g to, work in a glass of wine. Governor
PPE
id
in
rose
party,
the
of
one
was
ed likewise. We can but ask if it is rea- saved, redeemed, delivered from the out their salvation in a. reversed order. who
The Examiner and Chronicle makes sonable to press new and special interests bondage of sin and death.
and thanked him for the. courtesy,
« Seek first the Kingdom of | God.” This
this declaration: “Asa rule the whole ang allow our old veterans to starve or
Such is your condition, dear reader, if is God's plan. Some place religious du- said that the gentlemen present had A
of the found- .
‘working element of the churches of eve
be obliged to leave” their fields, and the you believe, unless you have believed in ties where worldly matters should be, to celebrate the anniversary
ing of a total abstinence society. The New
evangelical denomination is in the fore- interests which have received the sympa- vain. If you have not this living witness
himself to
front of the Sunday-school enterprise.” thy and promise of “protection from the within, that you are’ pardoned and ac- and in the exalted place of religion we Yorker ** wilted,” but drank the
. gssemfind the things of time and sense.
principles. of
and
health
the
It is not possible, then, that the critics of Boards created by the denomination, tobe cepted of the Lord, give yourself no’ rest
They attend first to their secular bust: bly.
(From the Monday Club Sermons.) :

each year, 40 cents

for

40 cents for Foreign

Home

Missions

Missions,

and

20

fies us and purifies the heart. - Says the

Apostle Paul,
‘The life which I now
live in the flesh, I live by faith on the
Son of God,—who gave himself for me.”

a solemn the Sunday-school can be Foolided, in that left to feel that we have no love .or care until you do know, for it is a terrible
© amoment in human life; that in which the ; ‘element.’
for them, while some new scheme is be- thing to live in the mere shelf of a prosheart, after a long period of dissipation,
To be master of your own self isa ing inaugurated. ‘Let every Free Baptist, fession, ‘without any evidence of being
dor the first time becomes selt-collected. Tesponsible position,
«
who loves the work God has given to us saved.
he came to himself, denote

STEVENS

her $1 is forwarded to “the Financial
Agent, Rev. E. N. Fernald, at once. The

20. He arose. . He stopped not 0 de- ‘membership has increased almost 40 per
bate the question. He knows what is cent. during the last fifteen years from it, ‘“ sent forth into our hearts, crying Abbest for him to do, and he starts at once 55,676 in- 1865 to 80,520 in 18
The
ba, Father.”
to do its ¢ Here is faith in its fulness, difference in the mumber of members
How strangely we are, at times; imactually arising, going to God. Faith is ought to be considered a fair offset for the
pressed with the veracity of a human
not a thought or adesire,it is an act which difference in the worth of money. We
| witness, and of the truth of his testimony
brings two living beings into" personal think it fair to claim that to keep the profor or against a proposition of whatever
contact.”—Godet.
While he was a great portion good as many
dollars should
kind it may be! We can become so sure
way off. The father seems to have been have been raised for these benevolent
of the fact or facts therein asserted that
looking with anxious eyes toward that purposes in 1879 and»1880 as in 1865.
we, would venture our very existence upfar-off land into which his wandering boy
It is not reasonable to suppose that the
1
on it, without a question.
Such is the
had gone. His father saw him. < Love figures in 1881 will reach the amount of
confidence that we can beget in men.
is quick-sighted.” Others did not notice 1880. The first three months’ reports, at
But great ad this confidence in others
the vagrant, but the father saw and knew
least, do not warrant such a supposition.
may be, yet we feel, perhaps, that we
and loved him. Ran . . .. and kissed If they reach the average of the two past
can more easily trust ourselves, respecthim. The father has no réproaches to years it will be as well as we expect;
ively; “4nd, wishing to rest our faith
fling at his returning son, nor does he that will be $23,045.40. This will show
more surely on ocular demonstration,
wait to see in what frame of mind he a falling off from 1865 of over $7,000;
like the incredulous Thomas, say that
comes. His love overleaps all barriers,and from 1866 of over $9,000; from 1867 of.
sweeps away all prudential and discip- over $12,000. It may be argued that the “except I can see, 1 will not believe,”
thus making our own sense of sight the
linary considerations.
State and local societies have raised and
21. I have sinned. His penitence was expended large amounts which are not strongest and most reliable witness withdeep and genuine, and the warmth of his included. But we understand that their in the range of our conceptions.
In this respect we have § witness in
father’s welcome does not’ cause him to Foreign Mission funds are included and
ourselves, and all we have ‘to do, to be
forget his guilt. His first words are as a matter of fact the Home Mission
those of confession. Nor does he forget funds, raised and expended by the local convinced of a fact, whether it be physical, metaphysical or moral, is to test it
that his sin is, first against God. He is societies-above what was raised and exby.any
of these unerring exponents—the
| thoroughly humbled.
pended by Quarterly and Yearly Meet- senses, and then we have the witness
22—24. Bring forth. « Bring icky.” ings in 1865.and onward and which was
within ourselves, or, if you please, the
is implied in the original. It is hardly not reported,to the- parent society, is by
means of testing the truth or untruth of
best to seek for concealed analogies in all no means vgry large. . We believe that such subjects of examination.
the details of the prodigal’'s reception. $2,000 will cover the whole amount.
_ Soitisin a spiritual sense. We can
We have a vivid picture of the father’s ‘Quarterly Meetings and Yearly Meetings
know of a surety whether we are the
manifestation of his great joy at the re- are not doing as much for themselves as
sons of the Highest, or aliens.
* The
covery of his Jost son. ¢ The sense of they did before the organization of the lo| Spirit itself beareth witness with our
the whole verse (22) is: God will restore cal societies. Now what is the occasion
spirits that we are the children of God.”
the penitent and give him, out of love, all of this falling off? Is it because the real
We are told that this Spirit dwells in the
that is necessary to mark him as a son.” need for funds has ceased to exist? Does
Christian, that it is ‘ Christ in us, the
—~Schaff. Merry. ‘The feast indicafes India need help any less to-day than it
hope of glory,” and is the indwelling spokthe joy of a forgiving God over a
for- did fifteen years ago? Did the freedmen
en
of by the Saviour in the words * Abide
given man, and the joy of a forgiven man of the South ever need help more than
in tne and Iin you.” And, again by the
is a forgiving God.”—A4rnot. “The feast they do to-day? Has the great West besets forth the gladness that reigns in come able to take care of itself? Is it Apostle: “If the Spirit of him that
heaven over even a single returning better able to care for itself now than it raised up.Jesus from the dead dwell in
you, he that raised up Christ from the
penitent.” —Cuyler.
was then? Are the fields open to cultiva- dead shall also quicken your. mortal bodTHOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
tion increased or diminished in size and ies by his Spirit that dwelleth. in you.”

¢

14.

. ELD. HIRAM

a.
&

these matters are adjusted.
Home Mission cause is suffering intense- Village, June 6, 1880, being a little more
‘We ought to give God our first and best
The ‘Centennial Record” just issued ly for wantof funds. Only those funds f ‘than 73 years of age. He was ‘converted endeavors. Let
hope of reward. Bread enough. With
usnot neglect our famithe Father are supplies.of all good things furnishes opportunity for certain compar- sent to Bro. Fernald or Bro. Curtis, the at the early age of 12 years: ‘and became a ly altar and bower of secret prayer if we
in great abundance.
I perish.
“Am isons which may be of value'to all lovers Treasurer, for Home Missions will meet member of the C. Baptist church of New have to rise an hour earlier in the mornChester. He commenced holding meet; ing in order to enjoy them. The blessdestroying myself.” Every one
who of oun denomination. We desire to call the exigency.
‘We hope these statements will incite ings when about 15. Although his educa- ingrof this sweet hour, “which before
stays away from the Father s table com- attention to some of the figures given in
the
the statistical tables. In 1865 we find thought inh the minds of our brethren and tional advantages were limited, yet such cross I spend” are
mits spiritual suicide.
far more restful thay
18, 19. I will arise.
He uses his the amount raised for Home and Foreign sisters, and create a demand: for a union “was his passion for souls and the sweet dreams and silent slumber.
warmth of his heart in the work that he
power of choice tg a good purpose. He Missions apd the Education Society To be of effort in all our-benevolent work. :
People, who profess to be followers of
was prompted to do it. fie very soon went Christ, neglect the prayer-meeting,
AL. GERRISH,
has no wish to try a new.maste inthat | $30,106. Pi ‘In 1866, $32,366.01. In
and
to N. Y. and for the most part of the time think jt is all right if they can find some
Cor. Sec. Home Mission Society.
ountry. The lowest place in his father’s 1867, $35,718.05. In 1868, $29,529.47.
from 1822 to 1827 preached in Ballston, trivial excuse.
ose is better than anything he can get These three societies, adding what the
re
A
If ohe must be neglected’
Brutus, Amsterdam and adjoining towns, let it be our work, It is our duty, if posIsewhere.
Will say. He knows he has Woman's Mission has reported for the
OUR INWARD WITNESS.
though some in N. H., in and about Salis- sible, to so arrange our work
sinned against his father, and is humble last two years, show for 1879. the amount |
that we may
BY REV, LC,
L.
KERR.
enough to confess it. He has forfeited raised to be $19,338.79, and for 1880
bury, whither his father had moved, His la- have opportun

away | .impdrtance for the last fifteen years? It
seems to us that all careful observers
must be agreed that the flelds were never
II.
When
a
man
has
spent
all
in
riot“Seattered it. Everything is wasted which
more inviting, and labor and sacrifice
is not used PIrope
Riolo
living. ous living, they with whom he has never promised a better harvest than {o"Sensual. Liberty often “rims. into licen- ‘squandered his substance cast him off.
II. God is ever ‘waiting to be day. The occasion still exists for mistiousness. “‘ The far country to which
sionary labor.
‘the son {flies is the emblem of the state of gracious ” toward sinners.
Do the people lack informatien
on
IV.
He
is
more
anxious
to
receive
us
the soul which has so strayed that: the
these
subjects?
We
do
not
doubt
that
to
sonship
than
to
punish
us,
thought of God no longer occurs to it.
>
some are yet without the
knowledge
The complete dissipation of his goods
which would lead them to action, but as
represents the carrying out of man’s
GLEANINGS AMONG THE NOTE- . a general thing we believe that knowlliberty to its furthest limits.”— Qodet.
MAKERS.
edge is more general on these subjects
widen the distance between him and a
Aather’s commands.” Wasted his substance.

’s

1

ness affairs, and then when

it is conven;

ient give a little time to God's service.
When: there is no pressure of work, the
Bible is read, and the amily altar
a
erected.

>ro-re

Hope is like the sun, which as we journey toward it, casts the shadow ‘of our
burden behind us.— Samuel Smiles. '
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The retirement of Rev. A. H. Morr

in

Ferry, and

from the work at Harper's

of no
the Shenandoah Valley, is an event
Bro.
.
ested
inter
.
those
small accountto
Morrell

Does it pay?

stone’s manifold

shine out.

was a question which he

claimed all had a right to ask.

His an-

abolit 1,000,000

heathenism.

persons

reclaimed

from

Ile then gave a long list of

rect results it did pay.

It cost in round

numbers $1,200,000 to rédeem

to
the churches established and raised up

wich Islands from

the

idolatry.

condition, several of complished in a half century.
ing-houses of their two years, more than the amount
meet
ng
them havi
ed comes back to these shores in
own, are an evidence of his zeal, energy of commerce. - It is the same in
him.
to
d
itte
and skill in the work comm
He has also had some connection with of India. The missionary work
its help to study the Bible. It
"the work of the school, in which he has
of the

ac-

expend- |
the way
the case
pays in

the

church, and

‘which can never be known in this world.

Again, it pays becanse it gives the
church something to do. Sail the ship
of Zion into the thickest of the fight, and
Christians will have all they can do.

demon-

cherished

tian counsel will be fondly

in

the hearts of scores of those who have
J

been helped by them.

'| better, none can tell.

tion, supports no

good men continue beyond; but of this
wise men are not confident.” And that
is the very best that the wisdom of this"
world can do for me. Destroy my confi-

Its contributions to mission
confined chiefly

for

I need

Itis a matter to be thankful for, that | jake g strong man humble and teachable | am judged according to justice.

an

parishes

older clergymen
the S. P. G. ; so
tributed
draws
sameit Society
if I|Tpe

stand

Iknow where I shall

to

mission

where

are
that
ten
also
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of great value for reference, and they
show in the most compact manner possible, the progress of our work during its
successive periods.
?

Nose, or from any cause, is speedily controlle
O
nges (25 cents) and In.

societies are

annual

;

of .prominent

Hemorrhages.

of

work.

the Society for Propagation

Gospel, in

dence in the Bible, and the future which
I must face is all darkness.
I know well
the burden of self-condemnation which I

carry.

foreign

:

cases.

the Independent Catholic Church received iato his ehurch in New York alittle
over three hundred persons who professed
conversion from the Roman
Catholic
Church.
Among those received were
eighty ex-pgflests of Rome and ten young

I think the lives of

and Anti-Slavery work.

»

:

O'Connor,

It gives a brief, but comprehen-

sive view of the denominational work for
the century, including its Missionary,
Educational, Temperance, Sunday Sehool

THE GREAT VEGETABLZ]
j
PAIR DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
INFLAMMATION AND HEM
and the membership 50,226. A count, tak- |
ORRHAGES,

During last year Father

RECORD.

* This book, just issued, is a historical = |
work.

ble, where am I? I know I go hence
in
ere long, but what then? I take my men who had been monks or studenfs
place by the side of Socrates. Surely, if Roman Catholic colleges or monas
there was ever a man who never knew: The Independent Catholic Church e
Jerthe revealed Word of God, whose ideas’ lished not long since in Newark, N.
sey, has also taken firm root, and is doare worthy of my respect, it is Socrates.
I ask him about the future life, and in re- ‘ing a good work.
ply I hear him say: “Iam to die, you
The Church of England in Canada, alare to live; but for which of us it is the though a showy and wealthy denomina-

A correspondent of the Advance testifiles: .
i
i
One of the most attractive features in
the whole life of Mr. Moody is his genuine humilityin the face of success and
praise. * * * Moral greatness alohe can |

the memory of their kindness and Chris-

_ - CENTENNIAL

Dr. E. P, G
in estimates the total number of sittings in all the 216 Protestant churches of Chicago at 100,000,

insight, his

If you destroy my confidence in the Bi-

NOTES AND QUOTES.

be
left behind them an influence thgt will
that
and
time,
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comi
all
in
good
felt for

and

‘VALUE OF THE BIBLE.

strates the power of the Christian faith.
Without faith the work can not be done.
of
value
the
nts,
stude
the
g
amon
and
In all this he has been most ably secondod and helped by his wife, and to some
extent by other members of his family.
‘We are quite sure that he and they have

Glad-

Selections.

silences

shown peculiar tact and executive ability,
and has been enabled to do a work for

Mr.

literary at-

ourth.

‘Every

a self-supporting

enemies

Sand-

It was

labors, his

his orthodoxy, * the incarnation and the
miracles which Christ Jesus is said to
have wrought, seem to be sublimely reasonable, and contradicted by no knowledge of man or of the world which God
has given us. I believe that they are true
historically,
%nd most natural philosophically.”
a
x
3

versatile abilities and commanding intellectual genius, it is not in these things
that his supreme triumphs have been
won. The better portion of mankind are en for two successive Sundays in thirtynow weaving for his brow the laurel nine churches, showed the following: Towreath, to which posterity will gratefully tal number of sittings, 33,600; largest
add
dts choicest flowers, because he aggregate attendance, 12,866. The Presdared to be just, against all inducements byterian, Methodist, Baptist and Episco- |
to add to the dominions of the Empress, pal attendance about one-third, the Con- |
regationalists a little more than oneand thus to achieve worldly glory.

facts and figures, and claimed that in. diwork
entire charge of our tission
and
on,
secti
this
of
dmen
free
among the

Marvellous as are

tainments, his eloquence

swer was; in the line of direct results,
yes. There are to-day in heathen lands

1867, and

in

work

this

entered

in existence to-day have been born since
1840, annually expending $9,000,000.

+ than one-half of the missionary societies

SERVICE.

NOTEWORTHY

could carry him through what the Tories
and believers in the right of might will
decry as the quintessence of ‘national ingloriousness and imbecility.
But precisely in proportion to the outcry made
by these children of Macchiavelli will the
moral greatness of the brave Premier

ER

MISSION WORK.
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mand to go was heard in a measure. It
was not-until the eighteenth century that
modern missionary work began. More
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specimen of the distinguished author’s eloquence.
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given to the public in a book form for the
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has the divine origin of Christianity been
presented with such convincing power.—
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sorrows and struggles of Ireland. But
| the landlords are by no means the only,
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ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ‘ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

hope for the uplifting of all peoples and

selfishness that accounts for broken marriage vows and childless homes. The
number of those who never wed is increasing. Many of those who do marry
betake themselves to boarding-houses.
gregarious.
Jn such an unnatural, in such

had to be dismissed one by one, so 4s not

i

Fever, and

greater ratio than native Americans, thus even if they were the worst, foes to the
speaks of certain evils contributing to Irish prosperity. Whiskey is a worse
bd
enemy than landlordism.
Think of it!
this result:
during the last famine year, the Irish in
It is then in the way of bringing, back Ireland
consumed
upon
intoxiecatin
our Protestant citizens to a just apprecia- drinks more than $50,000,000!
By all
tion of the sanctity of the marriage bond, means let feudalism Pe destroyed root and
«ind of those natural relations which be- branch; but if Parnell and his associates
long to it; it is in this way that no little La! undertake a campaign of unlimited
part of the danger before us is to be
agitation” in the interest of temperance
averted.
It is selfishness, love of ease,
and home culture and personal improveleisure or
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All people, of whatever nationality,
who love equity and prize liberty and

French Canadians, who multiply in much

gardless of obligations which

worshipers

to attract any attention.
In
work of the Protestant Church

more

tient of all forms and institutions, and re-

had

cy, at 12 o’clock at night.. When the services were ended
the solitary candle

extinguished,

the

ilization, making men and women

fifth story of a building amid great secre-

was

for others

individdalism bred of our Protestant civ

introin

remembered

impatience under burdens of wrong or
suffering which are more or less incidental to every sphere of life; it is the rank

mis-

services

They

be

you will enrich yourself.
The Vermont
Chronicle, foreseeing
danger to New Hampshire in the fact
that the increasing manufactures of this
State. are adding to our population large
numbers of Roman Catholic Irish and

desire for larger

sionary employed in Spain, gave an account of her work at a woman’s' meeting
in Chicago, recently. Until fifteen years
been held

will

The more you read

during the winter here
are
colored
schools. They ought to have a Sundayschool missionary of their own color.—
Am. Miss.
Mrs. W. H. Gulick,

repeat

while the rest will probably be forgotten.

One of the missionaries of the American Sunday-scheol Union - writes from
south-westerst” Virginia:
** In Pulaski
County I attended the best Sunday-school
Association I was ever in. It was among
the colored people. They are intensely
in earnest in Sunday-school work and
anxious to learn. They are very poor,
yet buy more books than their white
neighbors. Some of them are quite intelligent. They take hold of the International Lesson system well. Most of

the Sunday-schools

you

You will find that the por-
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WORK AND WIN.
This life ‘is a constant struggle. Men
exert themselves to live—to overceme
obstacles—to secure the means of liveliits

luxuries.

They aim for success, but too many weary

of their.work and change their plans and
they attain it.

Work

is irksome, and the habit of it intolerable,

so they satisfy themselves with

spasmod-

ic efforts, and thus forego the object to be
won, because they are fickle, and will

not work until they win it,
The difference of Success in the things

pertaining to this fe,fas well as in those
pertaining to the future

life, is to be

as-

cribed largely to the difference in the
working. If this were characterized by
the same close and continuous application,the differences would become

far less,

if they did not entirely disappear. The
difference in two farmers, two mechanics,
"two

scholars,

or

two professional

men,

may be ascribed to this same principle.
Two boys attended school who differed
two years in their ages. The younger
outstripped the elder, and fitted for coljege, while the elder contented himself
with the common branches, hardly going

through with his arithmetic. When the
younger went to college, as the story
goes, the elder wenttio work, on the
farm. It was not long after that, when
he overheard two of his old school-mates
talking about him, and one of them asked

why he didnot go
his

brother.

was
you
his

to college

The

always

a

as well

answer

dull

as

was,

¢ He

scholar.

Don't

remember
how he used to copy
sums ?”.
This
rang in his ears
nettled him.

He

resolved

that

he would show them that he had as much
brains as his brother.

He purchased

the

same algebra that his brother used in college, and went through it, solving. every
problem and overcoming every difficulty
without a hint from

any

one,

while

his

brother had help. What made the change
in this dull scholar? It was his application.

He worked and won.

1t is patient

continuance that wins.
id

“* Since I must fight if I would

win,

Increase my courage, Lord.”
There ;must.-be-a-clear

conception

of

what is to be done; and then a fixed pur-

pose to do it,—not merely to commence
it, but to

‘go through it to the

victorious

end. This counting the cost, paying the
price, and working out-the victory, is
what.is demanded.
;

An artist has a block of marble

before

him. He has in his mind the ideal of the
statue which he intends to bring out of
it, but it will require a great many blows
to rough-hew it, and twice as many more
patiently and carefully applied to bring
out his ideal, life-like and almost breathing before him. Soit is in forming character. A good purpose ' energetically and

perseveringly executed 'is sure to win

in

ithe end.
It is related of Michael Angelo that one

day going hoge from church in holy-day
attire, he saw a marble block imbedded

dn mud and covered with rubbish,
«regardless of his clothes, he

ter, on

Itis said that the first society of the

ized in 1804.

REV. W. H. BOWEN, D.D,,
PROF. RaDUNN, D. D,,

their course before

much good has thereby been accomplish-

and

commenced

«clearing away the dirt and lifting it out.

Other societies have

existence.

Bi-

Society have together ¢¢ circdlated Bibles

transformed by the leaven of this mighty
Book.
Two wrecked sailors, by means of a
raft, reached one of the islands of the Pacific, which they knew had been inhabited
by cannibals, and they feared that they
had escaped the savage waves only to
perish

by still more

savage

men.

At

length as they eautiously roamed about,
one
of
them
exclaimed, joyfully,
‘“ We're all right, Jack; I've found a
Bible!” The incident has volumes of
meaning.

Itis one of the most encouraging aspects of the times that the Bible is being
distributed

everywhere,

at

home

and

‘abroad. Even in Japan 1800 portions of
Scripture were sold in four days. One
colporter sold 5,500 copies of the Japanese New
They ‘are
Yokohama
In India
Bibie to be

it.

Among

Testament in one month.
authoritively introduced into
schools.
the Buddhist priests study the
better able to contend against

the

Caucasian

mountains

8,000 copies were circulated in the

short

space of two years. The Greek priests
dispose of large numbers of the New Tes-

tament and exhort the people to read it.

thing, he said, “ There is an angel

months, and in Mexico where the Bible is

It was

to his studio, and with chisel

and

removed
mallet

and patient waiting and watching ¢¢ he
let the angel out.”
;
Napoleon described his plan of some
daring exploit to one of his aids, who said,
“¢ Impossible! ” ¢* Impossible !” responded the frowning emperor,—¢* Impossible
is the adjective of fools !” No wonder

ments of our own salvation, and

~
$ORD BEACONSFIELD.
* Benjamin Disraeli died on the morning
of April

19.

He

was

born

in

London,

December of the same

year,

and

Glad-

He declined a
in 226 different languages, enough to sup- |. stone succeeded him.
ply one copy for every ten persons on the ‘peerage offered him by the Queen about
this time, but accepted it for his inestima‘face of the globe ; and together they are isble wife who was made Viscountess Beacsuing Bibles for those unsupplied at the
rate of one every ten seconds.” Not only onsfield. When he married her she was
the widow of his early colleague from
individuals, put whole nations have been

‘When asked what he wanted of that dirty
and I must get it out.”

have

called the ‘‘ most demoralizing work ever circulated among them,” * five large
boxes” have’ just - been ordered. The
Missionary Herald states that the British

and Foreign Bible Society has distributed

Majdstone.

¢It was said to be a very fort~

unate and happy union She died in
1872. He assumed the title of Lord Beaconsfield in 1874, in which year Gladstone
resigned and Disraeli was again made
prime minister, which he held until 1880

when Gladstone again became premier,
and Beaconsfield continued leader of the
opposition.
The Advertiser Bays: Of
Beaconsfield’s genius as an orator some
one has said,

¢ Mr.

Gladstone

lighted up by brilliant passages of personal satire, for which

his

hearers

pa-

tiently wait,—the frequent oases reward
the long journey through the desert.’ His

description of Sir Robert
great

- ¢ Parliamentary

Peel

as

the

middleman,”

or

* stealing the Whigs’ clothes while they
were bathing,’ happily hit off as much of
a man’s character as can be

conveyed

in

a single phrase.”

java fiith and struggle on”

| ty stands on quite another footi

The

SECONDARY CAUSES.

As we may trace a river back through its

uses of the Revised Testament can not, in

any way or sense, be accomplished by
frantic haste. The syndics of the Utiver'

least

“ fonl blet” from
and character.
——THE

thorough

possible

our

food and raiment depends ‘on

the means

In a somewhat analogous way God has

national

are not all corrupt.

Granted

we

us before the holy

law

of

all
God,

God and no hope.” There is, alas, too
much of truth in the assertion .to be very

be said to-day. The

Episcopalians,

views,

such

Congregationalists,

tists, &c., amount

to over 600.

reported 214 Unitarians
palians. "This may

and

the efforts

——THE first object is to lead men to
Christ. If they are in Christ they are new

creatures,

They should then be led into

the

present

system

old way.

one

year,

We

be unwise

do

not

say

to keep men,

lives, by re-elections,

that

but that

has

be wise for a Stateto keep

It

a man

i

{== Tue

—

RECORD

lately given herself up to

a

a personal

O.

have committed

themselves

and

it

>

if it is, as it should be, the

A

distin-

the invitation

was extended to him, to assume the

which

duties

Professor of Christitn Morals and Preacher

:

Harvard University.

At first we are inclined to be greatly

of

aston-

Herald will print the Revised New Testament
complete in its first Sunday edition following
the earliest appearance of the work.
But it is
not, after all, a very wonderful enterprise in

these times, and let us hope this particular
edition may do a great deal less harm
and
a great degl more good than Sunday pa?

the church.
In other words, the door
The bravery of the actress is worthy of a
should be opened and the way of duty better cause. Anna Dickinson fails to fill an
made 80°plain that they will run into the engagement with a theatrical manager, und
spiritual fold of their own choice. , They declares her willihgness to meet the case hefore
should join Christ and then join his people the courts of law, but indignantly refuses the
and live and labor with them, or rather verdict of public opinion, which she defines as
‘“ the compound of public-ignorance and pub.
1 abor and live with them.
Exercis
lic intolerance,’ and which shé says ‘she’ has
labor in the church is just ‘as itr
bl
dared to face, in behalf of others, all through
to lifeas it. is in the world.
They 4
her Dast life.
i
find
there also the blessings = of the
| Rev. E. Malvern, of Manchester, N,
H., posordinances and the sweet enjoyments
and senses a copy of the so-called ‘Breeches
Bible,”
freedom of Christian
intercourse
and mentioned in last week’s Star in
the article,
i fellowship. To
confess Christ is made one. entitled “ Bibliomania.”
It is dated 1599
of the unmistakablé conditions of Chris(Queen Elizabeth’s time), and was a gift from

|

“un

“No, I shall drink

Icannothelp it!

It was

°

made
tiil

a sorrowful

sight——the husband helding the wife in his
arms, both of them weeping and sobbing as if
their hearts would break, and yet with no

hopeful outlook for the future,

measure the terribleness of 2
for drink?”

Who

raging

ee

can

appetite

een

Denominational Hews.
Ocean Park.
—

A meeting of the corporators

of Ocean

Park Association was held in the director’s room of the Maine Central Railroad

office in Portland, Me., Feb. 2, 1881,
At this meeting the chagter was adopted

and the following officers elected :
0. B. CHENEY, D. D., of Lewiston, Me.,
President.

,
:
L. W. StoNE, of Biddéford, Me., Secretary.
B. F. HaLey, of New Market, HL
N.
Treasurer.
:
Board of Directors,
0. B. CHENEY, L.

W.

STONE,

H.

F.

B.F. HALEY,

Woop,

CLARK,

CHARLES

D. Stewart

E. W.

PORTER,

Rurus

Deering,
H. K.
BRIDGE, L. M. WEBB, I

and Gro. E. SMITH.

According to the charter the Board of
Directors exercise the] powers of the corporation, except as otrwic

provided,

so

that the business of the corporatign has
been done by the directors who held their
first meeting Feb. 2, 1881. At this* meeting the president and treasurer were authorized to take a deed of land at Old Or-

chard, and the various committees were
chosen to carry out the objects of the Association, which are primarily to establish
a place of summer resort and hold religious and other meetings of the denomina-

tion.

A committee was chosen to survey’

and make

a plot of the land and locate pub-

lic buildings. This committee is Rev. I. D.’
Stewart, Rev. E. W. Porter, B. F. Haley,
L. W. Stone and Obed. Durgin.
A committee consisting of Rev. H. F. Wood,

Rev. E.

W.

Porter,

Rufus

Deering+and

Charles Bridge was chosen ‘to present a
plan of a temple, an observiitory.and a dest.
nominational building;
also to consider
the question of a boarding-house and hotel’
on the grounds. Among the other committees chosen at this meeting are the following:
To locate the depot and secure a
reduction of fare on railroads, O. B. Cheney, chairman; a committee to ask the
City of Saco. to build a road to the
grounds; a devotional committee of whom

E. W. Porter is chairman;

and a commit-

dee on conveyance. of lots, Geo. E. Smith,

chairman.

The

egond meeting of the di-

chosen who have since obtainedan amend-

ment to the charter
who

is

so

recommended

may become a member

that
by

any
the

person,

directors,

of the corporation

by a two-thirds vote of the coporators at a

regular meeting,
A discount of 25 per, cent. on lots not
exceeding $100 in value, and of $25 on all
lots above $100 in value, is offered to per-

sons who will purchase lots and build. the
present season.

Obediah Durgin,

of Saco,

has.been elected General Superintendent,

who has charge of the grounds and attends to the local interests of the corpora-

‘tion under thie Board of Directors. "The Superintendent. is instructed to
commence building the avenue from the
sea toward the temple at once, so that we
hope to have the road and; ground in con|
dition
to make our sale of lots early in
May. A large lot on the Beach. Railroad

‘has been reserved for a hotel and special
inducements
v

7

and,

at rectors was held dt Saco, Me., Feb.
23,
1881.
At this meeting a committee was

ished by the announcement that the New York

pers generally.

Her answer was

with streaming eyes:

Idie!

Clark,

that

own, and his,

to drink no more and go home and be a peace-

able wife and mother.

sent

confession

of her

him and their child as only a drunken maniac
could. After hearing this testimony, the magIstrate asked the woman if she would promise

suffer-

T,

had

while in drink, she was a perfect fury, abusing

et

the

and

that she could lay hold of for whiskey;

;
appeal in behalf of

drinking,

She had sold everything

the

was

see into what depths of dedrink will plunge. If that
seems as if she descended
into a deeper pit than it is

destroyed his business, his home and his peace.

PA

CENTENNIAL

far made

wife was as provident and tender and loving
as any 'man need to have; but that she had

Federal Senate for fifty years.
It would
not be wise to make the tenure of office
fifty years.
The writer proposes, as the remedy, an
election *‘ for a term of years” as the most
in harmony with nature, common sense,
and the fundamental law of rotation in
office.

so

possible for a man to do. The Exponent gives us

may

in

have

the following incident which will illustrate the
point:
“ A few days ago in New York, a
man complained of his wife as a common
drunkard.
On coming into the court the man
testified, with weeping. eyes, that when,they
were married, and for years afterwards, his

would

is quite

They

It is surprising to
gradation a slave to
slave be 8 woman it
from a greater hight

in office all their

different thing from life-tenure.

as

effect- :

financial success of the undertaking.

some

it

wield

versity and Professor Winchell of Michigan
University. A layman las guaranteed the

for flve years, while the majority cling to
the life-tenure. = We express the opinion
that the election of deacons for life in any
church is a grave mistake, under which
the body is liable to become
a severe
sufferer.

can

urers already engaged are Pres. Porter of Yale
College, Chancellor Crosby
of New
York
University, President Bascom of Wisconsin
University, Professor Bowne of Boston Uni-

and serious evils
way be obviated.

‘Some elect for

denomination

The

a weapon

H. Bradford, of Montclair, N. J.; aud the lecj-

The practice of the churches in the matter
of electing deacons is not uniform, and
every year sees new departures from the

city, has at last declined

Bap-

made to add Dr. Storrs to the faculty, or
to give the chaplaincy to
1lips Brooks,
§D..D., both of whom we u erstand have
declined,

that

Congregationalism.

of the Strangers; the Secretary is the Rev.A.

who

fied because the Rev. Phillips Brooks, D. D
the eminent rector of Trinity church in that

as

275 Episco-

to

as our iathers used to express

decided disadvantages,
which should in some

de-

their plans, that the place selected is Warwick
Woodlands, Greenwood Lake,N.Y.; ; the time of
beginning iis Tuesday, 12th of July; the Dean of
the Faculty is the Rev. Dr. Deems,ofthe Church

do not advocate any change from the old
way of electing for life, or ‘‘ for good
it, do feel

to

ligion and science.

The somewhat serious question whether
deacons should be elected for life, or only
for a limited period, is pressing itself upon

behavior,”

and

which shall consist of lectures and converss.’
tions on topics that touch the relations of re-

vantages of the life-ténure and are ready
to express it.
A writer in the Standard
puts it as follows:

= Many

water,

-.--

Several gentlemen have been interested fn
forming a School of Christian Philosophy,

see the disad-

the attention of the churches.

to

it with Congregationalism,”
* Load it with anything
'but

alone

any Christian
ively.

duties

BRIEF NOTES.

There are

account for

his

The Episcopalians of Boston are highly grati-

those of liberal views, such as Unitarians,
Universalist, &c., number about 370, while
those of. more evangelical

in

little

Sword of the Spirit is as heavy

a

This ought not so

be’ Other denominations

in
that

than

guished divine was accustomed to preach
only ‘about fifteen minutes.
When expostulated with for his too short sermons
he would reply, ‘¢ When you are able to
remember all I can say in fifteen minutes,
then I will give you more.” This is extreme brevity, but if it is well boiled
down and lucidly communicated it will
do more good than if too much attenuated. John Wesley said that he dare not
attempt to interest an audience more
than thirty minutes.

character of the students seems to be
becoming more orthodox from year to
year, and as the college to a great extent

shows

is incompetent or unfaithful

.apd will not resign.

time to preach a short one.”

appears is beIt is not many
Unitarian minister
of Unitarianism in
have Harvard Col-

canvass of the

cable not

year is usually re-elected.
So it is with
the various church committees, and why
should the deacon be elected for life? As
a church grows, there may be men in it
better qualified for the office and ought to
have-it, bat it is held for life by a man who

** boiling down” of a long one. No wonder
that the minister's excuse for preaching a
long sermon was, that ‘‘ he had not had

oo

year

"The clerk if he continues for more

referred

the gospel, and a similar result may be expected.” All ef which is trueand
is
appli-

acts only for a time,—he comes and goes.

such a sermon,

they
prosome
pre-

The

tance. “So is
said the Doctor.

o

SHORT
sermons
well-spiced
with
thought are as a general rule the most
profitable. It takes more time to prepare

Lord of hosts.

present

¥

<>

right

the alumni

hardly

because

while to-him it may be a horrible mortal
sin.

Cuyler’s intimation that conformity to the
world on the part of large numbers of professing Christians is greatly to blame for
the indifference that exists in the outside
ranks regarding their souls’ welfare.
But
there are more than seven thousand who
do not
bow
the knee to Baal, who

will be under the control of

are

it is to the one injured. To the laster, the
wrong may
be
of little consequence,

indignant over the probable exaggeration.
And there is,.also, too much truth in Dr.

the future, it is of great significance.

who

is difficult to retract. A man has wronged his neighbor. He may see it and
repent of it a thousand times, but how
unwilling he is tO confess it, and yet
confession is more important to him than

in the opinion
that ¢ four
out of five
persons are going dowa to hell, with no

Truth and

rivers where there was

——ELECTION OF DEACONS is a question
eypiting some .interest among our churches. All the other officers of the church
are usually elected for a limited period, and
why should not the deacon be? The pastor

They

yet by grace we are saved. Jesus has died
and there is remission.
The Rev. G. F.
Pentecost and Rev. Dr. Cuyler are agreed

true.

shame-faced disciples

passage

signed to carry muskets and light arms merely. On a certain occasion they put aboard a '
heavy cannon however, and when they fired it
the bdll remained in the same lace, but the
gun, gun-bout and all flew off into the dis-

J than less. It guards against hypocrisy and
self-deception. Then we would have fewer
known to be the Lords at’ all,
they do not ¢‘ confess him.”
;

The

Dr. R. 8. Storrs recently told the story of a.
light gun-boat built during the war, to go up

on more open confession

we are wrong if one ‘of the hardest
duties we have to do. How many who
have started in a wrong course would retrace their steps were it not for this!

have enough of sin remaining within us to
condemn

better insist

To make

Christians
that

No;

London.

to mean *“ things to gird about them.”

the church ought to réquire, and the very
least
a real Christian will desire to do.

the needy.
Address, Rev.
Lenora, Kansas.
ERG
ae co

this

territory,

church and professing

and the

| Nuzareth,” seems to us the very least that

ANOTHER

vall, for they are led by the all-conquering

original

used, the taste exercised, the choice made.

erase

church

ers in Kansas.
They are in need o#”bread
and seed.
By request of the Norton Co.
Q. M., Bro. Clark writes, asking that collections be taken in the churches East and
forwarded to him by registered letter, and
all money so sent will be distributed to

effectiveness

delay,

tell.the

world in the most public and unmistakable
manner,
“I have found him of whom
Moses and the prophets spake, Jesus of

—+ +O oe—

we respectfully but very earnestly urge
our national legislature to enact and our
President to enfore such laws and regulathe

Holy Spirit; to

promptly.

mon-

States territorial criminal is in Congress—

springs, so we may trace efforts to their |
——HARVARD COLLEGE
antecedents which in turn become the
coming more orthodox.
effects of anterior causes and so on to the years sitice an
eminent
First great cause of all things.
Those f@admitting the doctrine
causes which intervene between the Firgt- Bostan; +#hid, ¢ But we
cause and the remote effect may be called “lege.” This could not

and how cared for: The qilality of our

it is a

strous anomaly that bigamy, which is punished as a crime by the States of the Union
within their boundaries, is. tolerated and
permitted to spread by the United States
in its territories, and that while
State
criminals are in penitentiaries, a United

and
righteousness—even though
may be found with
but a small
portion of fhe nominal members of
churches?” here or there—shall surely

‘Every effect must have a cause or antecedent, without which it could not exist.
to its

United

States in his inaugural address about Mor-

mon polygamy ; and—since

reads as follows: « Then the eyes - of them
both opened, and ‘they knew thét they were
naked and they sewed figge-tree leaves together and made themselves breeches.”—Gen. 3:7.
A marginal note explains the word breeches

back to the bindery for the correction of
a defect, and we now expect them back
every day, and will then fill. all orders

April
of the

utterances of the President of the

are valiant and

0-0

branches, lakes, rivulets,

al session at South Bend, Ind.,
in, hereby declare our hearty approval

and

cribed the relation of the orator to his
| audiepce by saying that he gives back to
them ina flood what he receives from
them in vapor. Mr. Disraeli receives no
such inspiration from his hearers, and
gives them no such return. His speeches are often little more than stilted and
high-flown essays. But they are always

Resolved,
That the Classis of Michigan
of the Reformed church in America,in semi-

alady
a
Tn

Tostand up to speak; toanswer questions;

We must}

seek, repent, believe, and perform the
works of a Christian life in order to reap
his harvest. These means or secondary

tian experience enjoined by Christ himself.
As the Christian Union has it:
torelate the leading of Providence and the

laborers

for the salvation of others.

tions as will, with

has ‘des-

in France 7,000,000 copies. of the Bible,
entire or in part, almost wholly among
Romanists.
At such facts every Christian should
that such energy triumphed.—In the bat- rejoice and be encouraged
to renew his subordinate,
‘instflhgental,
“ secondary
tle of Waterloo an officer is said to have efforts in the good work.
It is seed that causes.
In God’s management of the
come to the * Iron Duke” for orders to will germinate and grow and produce an
world and dealings with men, he uses
change the position of his command, y abundant harvest by and by. ‘Itis
light these secondary causes.
In nature we
they were being cut in pieces. The reply that will eventually enlighten the whole’
sometimes trace effects no farther than to
was, ‘Stand firm!” ¢< But we shallall per- world. *¢ The entrance of thy word giv| the immediate necessary g@artecedents,
ish! ”.¢ Stand firm !” wad all the answer eth light.”
which in turn are equally dependent on
he could get. The officer wheeled upon
The new translation will give new im- anterior causes. “Sometimes what we
his horse, and galloped away saying, petus
to this work.
Dr. Schaff writes:
“¢ You will find us there!”+-and after the “ The Revised New Testament will be call a cause is more properly a law or.
‘‘rule of action” by which God acts, as,
smoke of battle had cleared away, they published. by the -English University
for
instance, we say that attraction is the
~ avere found there, every man of them,a Presses in May next in different. sizes
cause of an objects falling to the ground,
sacrifice to cruel war ! But who knows and styles of -hinding. The
Amer- ‘and of
worlds’ revolving in their orbits,
how njuchi the victory of #liat hour de- ican committee
give their sanction when it is simply
a law of God's endowpended on this sacrifice? |
to the University. editions as vontainipg
ment or government of matter.
The great improyements in art, science, the text pure and simple.”
In man effects are frequently traced
Jiterature and manufactures are to be asThomas Nelson and Sons, 42 Bleecker back to himself as
the efficient cause. At
«cribedty the victories of toil—of physical, St., New York, announce that they
will be the same time God has endowed him with
intellectual, unwearied , toil.. So the issued in five sizes on the 17th day
of all the causative power he has, and emsame principles are to bel’ applied tp the ‘May, from 15 cents to 16 dollars
per copy, ploys and overrules his free, responsiChristian life and triumph. Jt is repre- according to the size and style of bind|
_ sented us a race to'be run, a battle to be ing. The Sunday School Times wisely re- ble #cts to secure important results,
God has created us and provided us
fought, and a vietory to be won. Paul marks as follows :
{
with food and raiment and the many
says, *‘ I have fought a good fight. I
Frantic haste to get a Revised Testa | “comforts of life, not,
i dependent of our
have finiskied my course—there 15 laid ‘ment is by no means So justifiable as it
|
-own
acts but in accofdance . with them.
ap for me a crown of _righteousness—and was in Tyndale’s time, when thére were
The kind of food we have depends on
- mot to me only. » All that endure to the no printed English Testaments at all,
ourselyes. We must raise it or ‘procure
a he end shall wear the crown: of vietoryg *
Frantic haste to hear and obey
Jesus is itin some other way. The harvest denN
Ph
right
; but frantic haste to’ grati eo
pends on the . seed - ‘sown, where: sown,
nde Ther ’s. Bo sch word as fail, =~
Has
been smitten in its early dawn?
. Have clouds o'er-cast thy purpose? You'll
“iprevall,
|.

made provision for our salvation, not in
an absolute or independent sense, but we
must work it out somewhat as the farmer
works out a harvest, using legitimate
means. Thus God has made us instrn-

Dec., 1805, and baptized in the English causes secure the great, end—our salvable Society was formed in 1816 at New
church
in 1817. He was’ of Jewish de- tion. Prayer ie made just as much the
York. Since that time the American and
scent. ITis ancestors in the fifteenth cen- necessary antecedent of salvation as plantForeign Bible Society has been organized
tury lived in Spain,from which they were ing is of a crop. Both are alike dependand a large number of local societies in
|
driven
by the Inquisition and took up. ent under God on the free, voluntary acts
different parts of our country.
their
abode
in Venice, where they resided of the creature. We can not expect a
" The British society is said to have oruntil
1747,
when
the grandfather of_ Ben- good harvest or salvation without the
iginated in a simple incident transpirjamin, who was a merchant, moved to intervention of the indispensable seconing in ‘Wales, which is a good illustrangland.
His father, Isaac Disraeli, was
dary causes.
:
tion of great results follétving little causa scholar and writer, who spent most of
So
God
has
made
us to be the instrues. Alittle Welsh girl who was accustomed
to hear Dr. Charles preach every bis time in libraries, and was the author ments of the salvation of others by prayer,
of several works, among which was *Cu- preaching of the gospel and personal
Sunday, was often asked by the Doctor,
riosities of Literature.” Young Disraeli effort, without which they may not be
when he met her on the street, to give
entered the office of an eminent solicitor saved. It was said to the prophet if he
him the text of the preceding Sabbath,
who wished him to become the heir of did not wgrn the wicked, ‘* his blood
which she readily did. .
his
extensive business. But he found will I require at thine hand.”
One day he
met her as ususl and asked
that
his taste and ambition led him in
Paul says, “I have planted, Apollos
her to give the text: but she did not answer, and when he repeated the question another direction. He devoted himself to watered, but God gave the increase.”
literature.
His first novel,
¢ Vivian God does not give the increase, however,
she wept. Putting his hand on her head he
Gray,” was published in about 27, which without the planting and the watering
said, ‘ What is the matter, my child?”
was followed by a large number of others any more than he gives the literal harvest
She replied, ¢¢ The weather, sir, has been
during his life-time.
without them. They are the nec Saeiny
so bad thatI could not get to read the
Disraeli made sevel] attempts to enter means by which we may hope for the
ulBible I” Could not get to read the Biparliament
and
was
defeated
by
opposing
timate
end.
Thus
human
effort
in
this
ble ! Why, what does that mean?” said
candidates before he succeeded.
But subordinate sense becomes the cause of
the Dr. ¢ Why, sir,” answered the girl,
when
he
was
32
years
of
age
he
accomsalvation.
““ we have no Bible in our house; but
plished
his
object.
His
maiden
speech,
Does any one desire salvation? It is
there is one in a house on the other side
of the mountain that I can look at when I however, was a failure on account of the made contingent on himself; he may have
cHoose ; but the weather has been so bad tumult made by O'Connell and his crew, it if he will. = He can use the. means and
this week thatI have not been able to who compelled him to sit down because hope for the * increase,” as he would if
he could not be heard; but’ showing the he desired a harvest or any other legitiget there.”
It appeared that thie child went seven ring of the true metal he said, ‘I have mate object. Does the church desire the
‘miles every week, 14 both ways, to..read begun several things many times, and salvation of souls? Let all its members,
the chapter containing the text of the pre- I have often succeeded at last; I will prompted by love, work for it as the di“Tt pleased’
vious Sabbath. This 50 impressed the sit down now, but the time will come rect object of their labors.
In July, God by the foolishness of preaching to
minister, that he gave her a Bible, for her when - you will hear me.”
It takes the
own, which is now in a glass case in the 1839, this prediction: began to be fui save them that believe.”
filled.
He
then
made
a
speech
which
whole
church
to
preach
the
whole
gospel.
library of the British Bible Society as - the
attention
and It is the privilege of Paul to plant and
‘‘ mustard seed from which the society has was listened to with
praised for its ability.
He afterwards of Apollos to water, and thus churches
grown.”
became
a
leader
in
the
house
of. are revived and souls are converted and
When the minister visited London he
His attack on Robert Peel for saved.
laid the subject before the Tract Society commons.
e+
GE +
—eeeen
to which he belonged, and urged ‘upon leaving his party and adopting free-trade
policy
is
drepresented
as
‘‘among
the
/ OURRENT TOPICS.
them to form a society to circulate Bibles |
in Wales. Another minister proposeda most remarkable speeches in the annals ~—=It would do no harm and perhaps much
good, if every Christian organization in
society to .supply the world with Bibles. of the British legislature.”
Disraeli became chancellor of the ex- the United States would improve the first
The final result was the British and For-.
*l chequer in 1866, and prime minister in opportunity to take action similar to that
eign Bible Society.
This Society and the American Bible Feb., 1868, which office he resigned in recorded in the following resolution :

In Russia 500,000 Bibles were distributed in 16 years, in Turkey 552 in. four

in it

#

since

The American

the whole,
"to let patience

her perfect work in such a matter.

British and Foreign Bible Society, organ-

PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D.,
PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D. D.,,
REV. J. M. BREWSTER,

-and

sity presses have shown no frantic haste
to impart it; nor did the revisers show
frantic' haste in completing it. . It is bet-

kind,was among the Waldenses in the
sixteenth century. The second was the

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :

comforts,

Bible societies have been erganized for
the purpose of distributing the Bible, and
ed.

' @. F. MOSHER, Editor.

hood—its

¢

DISTRIBUTION OF THE BIBLE.

are heldiout to

any

peison

-

i

&

THE

MORNING STAR,

APRIL 27, 1881.
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Our
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1 write you from Marion, Ohio.

Here I

I

Here

ago.

years

fifty-five

born

was

Marion and
preached,—tried to, with the
years ago,
five
thirtyes
adjoining church
Here ‘I married.
in my boyhood days.

thirty

occupied

has

journey

The

: years. Its history records many events it
me

would

forget.

of

Some

my efforts I have

names,

other

may give them

judgment

The

successes.

others

failures,

called

Some I

review.

to

pleasure

gives

.xity of my purpose, through all the years
of my journey, I fear not to leave to the
"decision of Him who knoweth all things.

may I

whom

favors,—few enemies,

and

friends

with

met

part, I have

In most

friecdship
only
exists
meet” where
sweet. The occasion of my return answers to events half a century in the rear.
now

parents

for

care

in part, to

I come,

helpless of age, who cared for my helpless
-childhood, in keeping with the *¢ first com-

mandment

father,

My

promise.”

with

‘now nearly eighty years of age, has given
‘a half century to the ministry, leading
about three thousand souls to the Saviour,
‘baptizing about twenty-five hundred, and
serving many needy churches as pastor in
work. My 4
addition to ‘his evangelistic
dear aged mother has through all these
years faithfully borne her proportion of
the cares and burdens incident to the ministry, most of which was in times of pioneer experiences and denominational strugOn them the sun is now setting,
gles.
hat they are still gleaning.
Jacob journeyed,going out with staff onherds,

and

floeks

with

returning

ly, but

wide

field

for

Correspondence

may be

held

been

classes, 20.

floral

For pur-

chasing additional settees for the vestry, the
$18,

school contributed

tions

contribu-

other

and

by prayer.

‘by the laying on of hands and

“To him, already contemplating the ministry, I had looked for a successor who
from

as

journeyed

I have

death

whose

I,

than

work

better

and

do more

should

with broken staff. At another still, I buried a daughter, the dying wife's last bequest, bearing the mother’s image, and as

she developed into womanhood reflecting
the mother’s virtues. A few are yet spared
lead-

God’s

of

the pillar

Whether

to us.

if so,

this place, and

ings will rise from

where and whence will it lead us, are matters left to him whose plans we would

left

have

We can not feel that we

abide.

1tis in our plans to return and
to
Lord will, in the struggle

the West.
aid, if the

our

common

cause

those

Christ, in

of

the

Zion, and

beloved

own

build up

new

is God's,
harvest
But the
countries.
and the laborers those of his own calling,
0. E. BAKER.

!

Baptism at Harper's Ferry.
A

FACT—THE

NEW

HALL.

The most impressive incident, or fact, in
connection with the baptism of students at
"Storer Normal School, on a recent occasion, March 20, was the immersion of the

younger

of the

two interesting daughters

2

Cen¥ennial offering.

"misses

find occasion to rejoice in their, so

early in life, entering into the service of the
Saviour, and into the ranks of Zion.

Faith.

ful to their Master they must prove an uuspeakable blessing to the people with whom
inthe providence of God, their lot has been

cast, at so early a period of their lives.
Thus is the blessing of God resting upon
«our dear brother and sister Brackett in
the self-denying, pressing toils of their

‘school and

missionary

life

among

the

lowly.
May the blessing of the churches
throughout our liberty-loving land every-

where,

also

rest upon

them.

And 'may

‘sympathy, prayer and liberal epntributions

flow out to them on

every hand,

that the

ans

New

York.

z

J. Hoag has not yet decided

upon

his

The Jefferson Q. M. Woman’s Missionary So-

Sunday, April 17, with the

Pike church and

one of them a man nearly G0 years of age. This
church has bright prospects, with a broad field
of usefulness before it. Let us pray that the
great Head of the church be ever with “them,
directing and assisting them to improve their
opportunities to spread a knowledge of gospel

charming.

‘Our students, with a sprinkling
white
citizens,
were
all

with

it.

miss

a chance

[

advise:
to

our
hear

of our
elighted

people not to
it,

whenever

su-

perintendence of Brother G. W. Hanks. Aveyage atlendance through the winter, about forty.

This is a very good showing for such a win-ter. Rev. J. Clines, formerly of New Durham,
N. H,, is here, but not able to preach.

are open for correspondence,

Address

;

;

ee

Quarterly Peetings.

they can persuade Bro. Mosher to deliver
N.

C. BRACKETT.”

Massachusetts:
, Rev. 8. D. Church, having resigned the , pastoral care of the F, B. church in Taunton, is
at liberty to correspend with
‘which may require his.labors.
‘

any
:

church
:

sisters came togéther

been
The

session Wag practical,

3.

logica

Balsam

in a beautiful

this Jelly than

’

will be met
R. R.

secular
tone

music

generally,

and excellence,

at

the

“a

of

Treasurer

Ohio

FLUTE, FULL ORGAN, with
KNEE SWELL); catalogue
price,
$85;
NET
CASH

PRICE,
A)

$51.

FIVE

& Hamlin Organ Co., 154 Tremont

St.,

or
=

=

W

—8

G

Mills—G

W

Matthews—Mrs

son—J R Nelson—F H

J

hard—Mrs

F

BLAKE,

Sutton,

Vt.,

[SEND

Spaulding—S

J R Smith—C

Wood—L E Whitely—W

Snow:

R

P

Wentworth—W

R Whittemore—Mrs

POSTAL

Dunn, daughtér

of

burt and Miss O. J. Cox, both

Apr.

Mr.

and

A.

of Eagle, N. Y.

and Miss

Pratt,

Fannie

H. Ei-

In Pawtucket, R. L., on the evening of Apr. 14th,
by Rev. C.8. Frost, Mr. William Sylvester Ran-

dill, of Pawtucket, and Miss Lavinia Ann Randall,

of Attleboro, Mass.
In Barnstead, April 14, by Rev. John George,
Melvin E. Babb and Etta M. Straw, both of B.
In Holton, Mich., Feb. 20, by Rev. E. G. Cilley,
‘Mr. Francis F. Resseguie and Miss Mary Stevens.
iss Mary
Algo, Feb, 21, Mr. George L. Rowe and

A. Winters, all of H.
In Penfield, N. Y., at the home of the bride, Apr.
14, by Rev. J. M. Crandall, Mv. Irvin B. Eldridge
and Miss Mariam E. Lovett, both of P.

Died
In Sebec, Me., Apr.

14, Sarah, widow of Samuel

Phipps, late of Orington, aged 92 years and 8
months, Death found her ready.
In Fulton, Jackson Co., Apr. 9, of bronéhitis,
consequent on measles, Fred C. Whitley, youngest sqn of Lyman and Lucinda E. Whitley, aged
17 years, 8 months and 13 days.
:

«In Dixfield, Me., Mar. 24, of canker rash and
scarlet fever, Jeanette W. Bryant, only daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. H, H, Bryant, aged one year and
six months,

The

line of the C. & N. W. R. R.,-to commence Friday,
June 3, at 10) A.M. ‘The opening sermon for the

JF

]
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Coming
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| liked by the farmers,

the

cheapest

vance in prices:#$o compensate for-extra
expense.

organs

After

a

first

payment

time and

of one-tenth

of

the price of the organ, other payments may be &35
or more per month or quarter, according to value
of the organ.

& Hamlin organs the

OF THE GREAT WORLD'S INDUSno one of which has any other Ameriis not only RIGIDLY MAINTAINED buf
pp. 4t0), with PRICE LISTS, FREE.
46 E. 14th St., N Y.;

149

Wabash Ave., Chicago.

in 1865 - -

* 1880 --44700
almost entirely

become

so

in

deservedly

of all Farm Crops,

agents,

-

or on

oy

MASS.

FOR

Vermont

and
.

CIRCULAR.]

New
13t11

ALL

Spots, Freckels, Tan
Moth Patches, Black
worms, Impurities
US TGA
i
an
iscoiorations,

without
Injury.

If there is no local

agent near you, send to us.

bil Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

BOWKER FERTILIZER C0)
To cl

R

,.

..

eh

eh

——

the really beautiful emp
skin to a_marvelous_ whiteness,

For Sunburn, Prickly Heat,
.
Chapped, Rough or Chafed Skin

ITS

EQUAL 1S NOT KNOWN!

PRICE 75 CENTS AND $1.50 PER. BOTTLE
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Toilet Articles

PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE CO0.,

PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE SOAP

a perfect ‘oilet 80.
children.1 Box containing 33

DR... RHODES’
.

Mrs.

17, by Rev. Albert

Mr. Charles B. Hamiiton
‘dridge, all of 8.

Wi. WALKER, Clerk.

Ministers’ Institute will be preached
on the evening of Wed,, Jung 1.
Owing to
fhe irregularity
cof the mails it has been impossible to prepare a
programme in time for publication. Those
minis.
ters who have been correspvnded with; will

filf

=

‘

i

Strawberry
and

market.

particulars - and
this supurb new variety, address
Cornwall-on-Hudson,
2t15eow

N. X.

L,

price
I,

Bg

!
of

fren. Managers,

0;

Washington St.
BOSTON.

BATTERY.

RHEUMATISM!
.
NEURALGIA!
DYSPEPSIA!
And all Nervous and Brain Diseases and
Paralysis. No other like it!
Sent by mail everywhere {
Small Size, $1.00.
Double

Size, $2.00.

Addrgss Li communications to

/

96 Tremont

W.H.

BROWN,

Seredt

Manager.

Boston, Mass.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
MENTION

THIS PAPER.

GREATEST NOVELTY OUT!!!
The COMBINATIONWATCH CHARM
. COMPASS AND MICROSCOPE,
2 MAGNIFIES 300 TIMES.

‘We havej ust petfocted and are now

For full

b

|

‘offering this combination to Agents and
the public for the first time.
Its magnify! ng Dower is equal to a $1 micro«

This is the Berry for home
use

es by mail 60¢c.

HUNT BROS.

£2) )

Millport, N. Y.

Dunn, of .Saco, who were married by the same
administrator some 30 years ago.
By Rev. J.H. Durkee, Apr. 13, Mr, B, H. Hurl-

the Columbus & Toledo
C. A. GLEASON, Clerk.

il.

Ark.

Married

reject

are

E

In Saco, Me., April 14, by Rev. J. M. Bailey, D.
D., Mr. Elbert E. Clary, Esq., of Boston, and Miss

Me.,

value,

Penetrates
* the skin

may be used on any crop,
in the hill or
|. or broadcast, either with or without manure,
will produce a much earlier and larger
. In the Reportof the Mass. Inspector
of Fertilizers,its valuation is from
$10 per ton higher than other Phosphates
which sell at the same price,
The past
ear over 3000 tons were sold Bgalnst 100
i tons three years ago, showing that it is

S

E Battelle, Denmark, Mich.
Rev C C Foster, Garland, Me.

In Sebec,

real

The priies given in this advertisement are

HILLAwDRILL
SEND FOR PAMPHLET.
This is a true bone superphosphate, and

P

Moses C Buswell, Somers, Wis.

L.

and

the lowest net cash prices from our own warerooms,
except where ot
e stated.
.
FOR EASY PAYMENTS.--Organs are also furnished for easy payments, at only suflicient ad-

MAIL.

Parthena Crawford,

H. LTRUEX,
1y6,

I

Shep-

4t18

not

E

Peck—B F
Shepard-—J

John Sheppard, Lyra, Ohio.
S W Archibald, Mechanic’s Falls, Me.
Rev Jas M Hatley, Bellmonte, Craw Co.,
N W Whilock, Mulberry Sta, Ark.
J Martin, Horse Cave,
Hart Co., Ky.’

Rosie

lence

. made.

Nel:

Rev O 8S Brown, Millport, N.Y.

will

fiHA

Forwarded.
BY

|

$117 and up.

THE MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO. now
manufacture MORE THAN ONE HUN.
| regularly
DRED STYLES, including the lowest as well as
the highest priced instruments of this class in the
world; all" of which, considering quality, excel-

ERADICATES

Wright—W E Walters—

West—Mrs

Books

|

EB.

Pearl's - REFINED

Sexton—LH Sewall—

Woodbury—P S Young—D
J Whitcomb.

|

now very fashionable;

Special Agent for
Hampshire.

B

R 0 Smith—Mrs A Stout—F -3tarbird—Mrs A M
Sheldon—M PR Stockwell—J B Scales—J H Smilie
L W Stults—Mrs L Shumaker—S D Thayer—M H
Tarbox—L W Tucker—B Thompson—W
Thomas
—J Wetherbee—A Vond—Mrs
L G VanHorn—S
D'Veley—Wm A VanBalkenburg—F J Watson—
H J White=Mrs F J Wallace—Mrs R Wilson—J
T.Wyatt—F

Stops; price, $570.

Peckham—E G Page—Mr3

Penney—Miss M 8S Peckham—B D
Rollins—B& E Ricker—M Riley—A
Sargent—Mrs

Liszt Organ, 8360.

ONIZED -CASES, exactly imitating ebony, are

BOSTON,

H. A.

J Pratt—C F Penney—dJ C Purington—P W Perry
—J O Philbrick—B H Paine—R W 'Pierce—G ¥
B

$360. THE SAME, two
~ manuals, twenty-two

and other information furnished by our local
application to

Good-

F

§

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS OF PACIFIC GUANO COMPANY,

Mead—J
Maranville—D A McDonald—C
B
Mills—Mrs J H Morse—Mrs..A C Murray—
W H Morehead—J
Malvern—B8
F MeHenty

a temperate

"THE LISZT ORGAN,

of large scale and capac.
ity; ~ the best
organ
which can be construct.
ed from reeds.
Suited
for any use and adapted -#
to any position. Price,”

GLIDDEN & CURTIS,

P B Al-

Hulse—A

richly decorated and highly polished by hand; up
ROOM’
SUPERB DRAWING
each.
to $900
STYLES, $102 to $570 and up. FOR LARGE
$570, $480, $360 and less. FOR
CHURCHES,
SMALLER CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, etc., $30 to
$200 and up. POPULAR STYLES, $22 to $180
y
‘and up.

that the company have enlarged their works especially to
supply the Northern demand, and we are now in a position
to fill orders promptly.
Pamphlets containing testimonials

Griffith—Mjys

Hill—L

“LARGER STYLES of greater capacity are fur- '
nished in extensive variety, in very elegant cases;
black walnut, ash or ebonized, paneled, carved,

popular in the North, for the cultivation

(52t38)

B Given—G

NS

gang with two or three times its number of stops.

the Southern States, has of late years

Com-

Harris—E C Hopkins—J N Hayes—M
R Hiatt—F
L Holden—E H Higbee—F C
Hayes—R L Howard
—I Z Hanning—E
Hatch—Miss J D Hicks—Mrs F
Jefferson—L D Jeffers—J Kimball-W W- Kurtz
—A Kimball—N
Keen—A
Lang—B-F
Lane—B
Land—F 1s
Lyfordi—A
Libby—N
McGray—J

Life.

in the spring

A Gleason—3

that

Observe

$102,

price,

the number of stops in an or."
gan i8 mo criterion of “its caPrice, piva.
pacity. A Mason & Hamlin Organ may be expect
ed to have very much greater power, variety, and

This Fertilizer, which was at first sold
>

Curtis—C C Case—S8 W Cratty—I C Cargill-T
Cobb—Mrs M Compton—E Crowell—Mrs B Cummings—N J Chaflee—H K Cain—G.Croninger—J B
Davis—L J H Dyer—I F Durrell-E Drew—F O

E Gurnaer—C

alogne price, $170; net cash

Boston;

Sale

by—P Cranston—Mrs H J Coe—J M Crandall—D C

win—S H-Gilman—Mrs

cat-

swell);

knee

gan, with

soluble Pacis Cuan, -

Box 173.

Gilman—G L Gould—C B Gillam—S

DIAPA-

OBOE,
DULCIANA,"
SON,
CLARIONET,
MELODIA,
CLARABELLA,
VOIX
CELESTE, TREMULANT, full or-

.
E
N
O
N
O
T
D
N
O
C
~~ SE

Mason

Clerk,

Aldrich—Mrs

i

VIOLA-DOLCE,

OLA,

HIGHEST DISTINCTIONS at EVERY ONE
TRIAL EXHIBITIONS for thirteen years, at
can organ ever been found equal to them,
MATERIALLY ADVANCED.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES#(32

Letters Received.
MT

ie

lished; ELEVEN sToOPS (VI-

That standard of merit which has won for the Mason

Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio,

Money

OC-

TAVE ORGANS, SEVEN
STOPS (DIAPASON, VIOLA

Clerk.

Free

the:

the Mason

church at 7

G. H. HUBBARD,

G L Ableman—Mrs

by double the quantity of the liquid

:

having

& Hamlin organ, NET CASH PRICE, $22. THE SAME,
FOUR OCTAVES; net cash price, $30.
.
—
FOUR
OCTAVE
ORGANS, FIVE STOPS (pI' APASON, VIOLA, MELODIA,

Clerk.

A. P. WHITNEY,

Rev I Slater, CherrygValley, Ill.

Cherry

use Baxter’s Mandrake
Dyspepsia, Biliousness and

at Morral, on

combin-

are much needed.

evening

Rey. S. 1). Bates,

munion

37

and

offered,

but

Foster—W J Fitch—dJ Foss—E B Fuller—D H Finch
-—H M Ford—Mrs O Foster—E W Fox—J 8 Fernald
—R P Fenton—H T Finley—A Ford—S Folsom—L

of Wild

world,

simple
a

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent), Lewiston, Me.
52t
C.A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
whom all mission money within the bounds of the
Central Association should be sent.
52
All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
e.
(25122)

Yearly Meeting Notices.
Onto CENTRAL Y. M. will be held with the
Grand Prainé
church, June 10-12.
Delegates

on 4

Tuesday

:

ILL, Y. M, AND MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE. Next
session will ‘be held at Blackberry, on the main

with a

mind to work, which made the devotional and
social Reetmgs.dniotesting,
The preachin

are

of the

HONEY CREEK (Wis) Q. M., with the Mt. Pleasant church, commencing on Friday evening, June

GeNgseER Y. M. will be held with the F.B.
church in Scottsburg (Freedom Q. M.), com.{ mencing Friday,
June 17, and continuing over the
Sabbath. Conference sermon at 10, A. M., by Rev.
. B. Hart. Q. M. clerks will please forward the
statistical reports for the Register and also the
tax on: all resident members which is
its last five-cdnt
due the“Y. M. Notice how to xedch the place of
church.
meeting will be timely given in the Star.
.

ministry, and as a result the church has
Dogtigt ened
and
additions
made.

throughoat the

Wistar's

oil, and the most delicate stomach

iid

on

o'clock.

Sunday.

Hotices and Appointments.

dance wis very good. This church of late has
been revived under the labors of Bro. ¥. D.
Tasker, who was lately set apart to the gospel

bréthren and

the

CASES

Dickey—E O Dickinson—E T Dickinson—A LDoolittle—N Emery—C H Emery—J M Emerson—C H

Platt St., New York..

Rufus

collections, as funds

Meeting

Or-

consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in_which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit,
Secured 1 the
patient by a single teaspoonful of

PROSPECT & Unity 'Q. M.—Held
it, That lecture alone entitles its author session with the Jackson Village
Considering
the inclement weather the .attento an enviable place on the lecture plat- |

form.

in

For sale by all druggists, and E.

hoe
Wisconsin,
Rev. P. Jaquith and wife have taken letters
of recommendation from the Scott church for
another field of labor, The Scott and Boltonville churches are now without a pastor and

Munger, Clerk.

Quarterly

some

’

capacity every way, than one of the “cheap” or-

player,

to the

certainly avoiding

NEW

characteristic

church,

MYERS,

is

Toms

2, at the meeting-house near the center of the
town.
Conference Wednesday, A. M., at 8 o’clock.
Prayer meeting at 9 A. M.
Preaching at 10-30.
Churches are expected to forward their annual
statistics for the
Register; also, not to forget their

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial Sud mbereny

to the

sacred and

in-

expect to
and hope

Algansee

. F.

‘reeds

THE BABY CABINET ORGAN (see Cut at
beginning), THREE AND A QUARTER OCTAVES,
sufficient compass for the full parts. of popular:

CEDAR VALLAY (Iowa) Q. M., with the Horton
church, May 20—22.
There
was no session in

for E. G. RIDEOUT & C be 4 10 Barclay St., New
York.
Send for their Catalogue and terms.
1y34

who

Q. M., with

:

with

NET CASH

FIVE OCTAVE ORGANS
°
large and elegant case, richJy ornamented and embel-

EXTRAORDINARILY LOW PRICES,

Feb. in consequence of the storm.
- H. Co INMAN, Clerk.
OTISFIELD Q. M., with the Peru - church, June 1,

has

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
“Make from $25 to $50 hj week selling goods

number

(Mich)

PRICE, $60.

which certainly have not befare been EVEN|
ApPROACHED for organs of such highest excelfénce.

MRS, A, D. SANDBORN,

BrANCE

for the

Boaitos, Strains, &c., it has no equal,

to Nebraska

Sec,

It is hoped that the ladies. belonging

May 6-3.

Henry: &
Johnson's
Arnica and Of}
Liniment is a family remedy which should be in
every family. Used for Cuts, Burns, Scalds,

bell,

M. Kayser;

HUBBARD,

the

son is in GREATER ECONOMY OF MANUFACTURE, by which lower prices of many styles are
rendered possible. The MASON & HAMLIN OR- |
GAN CO. now offer the following

- Marble Rock, Iowa, April 13.

:

Jaundice, which are so prevalent
months. Only 26 cts. a bottle.

The church at Postville is yet without a pas-

cause, if there was a shepherd to feed the flock.

April 17, is really

J.

upon

SERAPHONE,

TREMULANT,

KNEE SWELL) ; CATALOGUE PRICE, $60

of these and other improvements ettected this séa-

Will the churches see that.the ambunts are collected and forwarded tome?
H.C. INMAN, Treas.

to the Sunday-

of Missions

Now is the time to
Bitters and prevent

Town.

the

Philosophy,”

aetion

ing grace and elegance of design, with simplicity
and stability of construction,
y
:
AN IMPORTANT PRACTICAL ADVANTAGE

others also will be with us from other parts of
the State. Come praying and prepared for work.
Fairview church is located about three miles
southwest of Ashley, od Ill. C. R. R.
2t16
M. A. SHEPARD, Clerk.
To the Q. M.’s of Towa Y. M. which have not
reported: The ten.cent tax to defray expenses of
delegates to Gen. Conference is long past due.

PROFESSIONAL TESTIMONY. Many of the best
physicians use Downs’ Elixir in their daily
practice because it is the best cough remedy that
can be made.

grace,

under

“ Moral

ORGAN,

be mentioned :—

commonest faults in organ playing. .
AN IMPROVED STOP ACTION;
efficient and sure in working.

o'clock,
morning,

will be reported by delegation.
We
meet all the ministering brethren there

A Bloated Body
does not always belong to an inebriate. Kidney
troubles will cause bloat, but Warner's Safe Kid.
sney and Liver Cure has never failed to remove it,
5
2t16

yet to be baptized for the 2d chur¢h, ' Three
fourths of the new church are new converts,

There is a good Sunday-school

o’clock,

may

:

as well.as almost

evening, O. H. Troe.

2

these improvements

SEVERAL

MELODIA,

FULL

and at the same

tic and perfect, and saving fatigue

Hull;

CELESTE,

IMPORTANGE, which

ONE HALF, rendering the whole action more elas-

of the roadsin Feb., at the time our Q. M. should
have convened, there was no session at Fairview
church. The May term will be held there, commencing Friday the 13th, at 2, p, M., and continting over the Sabbath. It is hoped that each church

and many other distressing symptoms, Baxter's
‘Mandrake Bitters, taken according to directions,
will remove the cause and cure the disease. Only
25 cts. per bottle.
4t13

were

J.

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
LEBANON (111.) Q. M. Owing to the very

of seventy-five per cent. of such
diseases as Biliousness, Indigestion, Sick-headache, Costiveness,
Nervous Prostration, Palpitation of the Heart,

baptized, two of whom united with the 1st
church of Gilford, and some nine or ten. are

be a help

Thursday

June 3-5,

enjoyment of life’s blessings is both reasonable
and right; but to do this we must have health,
Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint is the direct cause

Said church chose Rev. L. L. Andrus as their
pastor for one year, and Sister A. R. Ferria

would become members gnd

G. Pett;

A CALL.

text:

50 cents and $1 a bottle.

to be known as the 2d F'. B. church of Gilford.

= Emigration

of man,” J.

VOIX

PRAC-

AN IMPROVED EKEY-ACTION reducing? the
force necessary to manipulate the keys NEARLY

to the Ill. Y.M. will come Prepared ta organize
for eystematic work in the Woman's
Mission
cause.
The Y. M, is to be held at Blackberry,

sumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints.

ganized a church in District No. 4, Township
of Gilford, Tuscola Co., of twenty members,

set in its place with great rejoicings at the

college

Have

On Sabbath, April 3, Rev. L. L. Andrus,
assisted by Rev. John Tree, of Dayton,
or-

with

‘ The brotherhood

PRICES.

give their organs still HIGH-

OF EXCELLENCE,

EASIER,

ministers

‘ Mental Philosophy,” B. L. Prescott; Thursday
afternoon, 2 o’clock, * Theology,” J. B. Gidney;
“ Pastoral Theology,” G. H. Hubbard.

always at hand.
It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Con-

Michigan.

in g good location.

Work

Welive

eral F'. Baptists recently from Wisconsin

‘weeks in quest of health in a more genial

10

Business Hlotrces,

Beant

meeting-house,

of a

Addresses—Wednesday
afternoon,
‘* Homiletics,” BE. D. Lewis; Thursday

school.

Western.

cially for the ‘‘ New School Bijlding,” the
“¢ corner stone’ of which it is proposed to

‘climate. No further explanation will be
necessary concerning the following note
, from Harper's Ferry, W. Va.:
“The lecture by Bro. Moshe
delivered to the students ry Rose,

ing, M.

4, The Training of Teachers.

5, The

GREAT

-more direct, with ‘beneficial effsct upon the QUALITY OF TONE, While the BLOWING IS RENDERED

len—I M Bedell—M M Burr—D Brown—M Bates
—T C Blanchard—MrsJ H Burris—I S Bibber—
W Brown—Mrs
S E Bacon—W
H Bennett—T
W Barnes |
Batchelder- —OQ E Baker—W
the Sunday-school
to Theo | Bickford——D
—M M Bush—O 8 Brown—W Balcom—Miss L E
for a ministry equipped for
Battelle—Mrs M C Buswell—R R Curtis—G W Col-

Enjoy

of members so much that those remaining
feel unable to sustain a pastor.
7'here are sev-

Tue EpiTor has been absent for a few

8. The Appeal of

could

Brethren and friends, once more permit
me to ask your contributions in aid espe-

"A. H. MORRELL,

school.

OF

TICAL

struction, of which the

Sec.

“Faultsmm preaching,” M. G. Pett; ‘‘Fear as a
motive in religion,” J. B. Gidney; * Sabbath desecration,” J. M. Kayser. ‘The intermediate state,”
F. M. Washburne,
Sermons—Wednesday even-

of

Sunday-school

2. The.duty of the Church

get.” It is probable that the F. Baptists might

with death at home have reduced the

Ba.

Local

leadership in this work.

It has a good

WALKER,

Among

a

How shall a minister take care of the church?”

sequently be considered"
1. Provincial and
ganization.

muke this

A. G. Brand; “ Religious formalism,” J. Westlake;

After the preliminary exercises, on the first
day, reports will be presented retrospective of
the past three years of international Sundayschool work.
The following topics. will sub-

of friends, but preaching is so greatly neéded,
I am varying my work and am both ‘teaching
and preaching.
Freewill Baptists are almost
wholly unknown
here.
There
are some
‘ mountain or missionary Baptists, but the
general impression is that F. Baptists would
be much more favorably received.
F. Baptists of Eastern N. C. are unknown.
People
ware accustomed to pay for what preaching they

17th inst., seven

WM.

follows:— Essays—‘‘ Duties

*“

“ Forgetting those things which are behind, and
Teaching forth unto those things which are before.”
~ PHIL,
i : 13.
:

take charge of a school here at the solicitation

Sabbath

Convention

Sunday-school Work ;” golden

logical Seminaries

‘choice in the South.

;

the International

am now on fine missionary ground about 70
mites from Woolsey college, Tenn., among
the mountains of Western N.C.
I came to

church clerk.

1

Jaquith;

for its general subject, “ The New "Century in

“I

make a self-sustaining field here if they
occupy it in time.”

session, and

clement weather and almost impassible condition

basis

character nnd fitness of the delegates.
The working plan for the Convention

Carolina.

J. Wilson Lucas writes from Old Fort:

this

ministers,” B. L. Prescott;’ “The kingdom of
Christ,” J. R. Pope; *‘ Denominational
loyalty,”
O. H. True;‘ Ministerial dignity,” E. D. Lewis;
* Sanctification,” B. F. McKinney; ‘The new
birth,” R. Cooley; ‘ Experimental Telgiony Tr.

The third International Sunday-school Con.
vention will be held in the Pavilion of the
Horticultural Gardens, in the city of Toronto,

ble to

preached in the evening to the satisfuction of
the people.
Bro. D. has accepted a call from
the Woodhull church, where he has recently
enjoyed a precious revival,
:
West Virginia.
hree persons were baptized and received
ito the church at Berryville, April 9, by Rev.
C. C. Wainwright......Rev. B. Kirk has recently baptized 27 and added 31 persons to the
Winchester church.
There are still others to
follow,as the result of the revival meetings,
which have been reported heretofore.
North

of

wife,” J Parker; ‘
The relation of music to public.
worship,” J. P. Hewes; *“ The golden rule among

Territory in the United States is entitled to
send a delegation equal to double its representation in the Senate and Congress of the United
States, and (3) the Canadian Provinces are
entitled to send two delegates for each 135,000
of inhabitants, with four additional delegates
for each Province.
(4) All delegates are to
be chosen by, and receive their credentials
through, their respective State, Territorial
and Provincial organizations.
The privilege
and responsibility of naming the delegates rest
‘with these organizations, and they are responsi-

was assigned to the society and the time was
well employed in reading essays, dedfamations

tor.

at Harper’s Ferry, West Va.

as

égated body, except-that members of the Executive Committee and Season Committee of the
International organization are ex-officio delegates to the Convention. (2) Each State or

labor.

ER DEGREE

LakKayette Q. M., commencing Wednesday morning, June 22, at 10 o’clock.
The assignmefits are

lanta. (1) The Convention will be strictly a del-

field of

| Bapy Organs.

Prices, $22 and $30.

WISCONSIN Y. M. MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE. The
next session will be held with the Warren church,

‘representation
‘will be as at Baltimore and At-

‘The Johnsburg church has secured the labors of Rev. E. Smith as their pastor. Rev. J.

greatest possible success may attend them
and their co-adjutors in the work of their

next anniversary of our nbhle Institutipn

4616

Mission,

The

MENTS.

| AN IMPROVED BELLOWS, simplifiedin con.

Clerk pro tem.

22d, 23d and 24th of June next.

?

commencement

profitable and interesting occasion.

LOWER

son of SEVERAL IMPROVE.

time render a possible REDUCTION IN PRICES
on several of the medium and smaller sizes.

made an aggregate of $34—the school’§ [‘Ganada, on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

of Prof. N. C.Brackett—by her father!
Last year it was my great joy to baptize
the older of the two, together with others
of a happy band of converts.
Thus, do the parents of these two young

4

the very STANDARD OF ZX.
N CELLENCE
among
instruments of the class, have pleas.
ure in announcing the completion and introduction this sea-

belonging to the Y. M.are expected to
present a
written report of their labors, studies and support.
1t is hoped that all will be present promptly at the

"International S. S. Convention.

by the children—a

concert.

Christmas

and - a

the Home

amounting to $3.50.
~ RuUrus MUNGER,

tionsihave amounted to $62.68, Two first class

cond have been given

and singing, so that all felt that the meeting
was one of much profit to them.
The amount
of money raised by the society the past year
was about $90.
v
.
Rev. J. H. Cox has accepteda call from the
Ages church......Rev, G. Donnocker spent

ise, dedicated to the ministry in his cradle

the Sabbath was given to

ARSOLUTE SUPREMACY as

(~

>

to the {Genesee

G. H.

FOND DU LAC Q. M.-—Held its Feb, session
with
the Boltonville church, the
11-13.
Just as the meeting
began our first snow
blockade commenced, thus causing a small
attendance.
Rev. R. Cooley and .E. H. Webster were present.
The preaching and all the
meetings were spiritual.
The collection on

The penny collec

At another

Of life.

to the end

commencing Friday before the fourth Sunday
in May.
W. N. HOSKINSON, Clerk.

for the

60 books

‘To the library

children have beeit added.

ac-

¢lerk to appoint a place for the next session.
Next session with the Montana church,

of

no.

180;

membership,

On

and infirm, bas not been able to labor during
the past winter. The Q. M. closed leaving the

the

Largest attendance during

170; whole

year,

church.

last

count of the roads being in very bad condition
and streams swollen, the attendance was not
large, members from a distance being unable
to get there. Some of the churches report being without a pastor and sorhewhat discouraged. - There appears to be a dearth of preachers here; there are only two ordained iinisters in the
Q. M. and one of them being old

and

ciety are doing a good work in the churches
throughout the Q. M. Where they have taken
hold of the matter they find that in helping
others they help themselves.
At the last session of the Q. M. a ‘part of Saturday evening

piace, I buried our first-born son of prom-

session with the Mill Creek

Ef

GANS have long maintained their

=}

Y. M., at the time of conference, not mentioned
above are requested to present a paperof their
own selection for criticism.
And all ' ministers

of Halifax

its

all ministers belonging

#

PEERY

4

AND

- Whose/CABINET OR PARLOR OR. Prices, $51 and $60.

Te==\@8
=

R. Martin; 5. Essay: * Christian ManC. A. Hilton;
6. Essay: * Christian
and Development,» A.P.Cook;7. Essay:
Life and
Times of David Marks,”
y

And

Bailey;

and Education,”

Essay: “ The Influence of Christian Homes,” D.
M. L. Rollin; 12. - 8ermon, Thursday Evening, J.
B. Randa)l—ulternate, S. R. Evens.
™

its last ses-

RepusLic Co. (KAN.) Q. M.—Held

efficient. Early in the year, by the earnest
personal efforts of Mrs. G. C. Waterman, a
large class of adults was added to the school;
also.a class of senior members by Rev. D.

Waterman,

Revs. M. J.

Essay: “ Religion

Whitcher;
8. Fifteed minutes’ sermon
(extempore),G. Donnocker;
9. Essay: ‘Is the Par~don I's Sin Absolute or Conditional ?” 8. R. Evens;
10.
Exposition of 1st John 3: 9, J. Kettle; 11.

Co., and J. W. Jenkins, of Page Co., (both of:
the Winchester Q. M.) were present on their
first visit to our Q. M. Their presenee and
report added much to the interest of the meeting. Our bearts were also inspired by the
presence of Mr. and Mrs. Mosher (Editors of
Morning Star, Little Star and Myrtle), who
delivered stirring lectures on the Sundayschool and Missionary work.
:
:
B. F. Fox, Clerk.

:

prompt

:

Sab-

sion in Storer College Chapel, Harper’s Ferry,

April 9,10.

Leavett, ably assisted by Rev, G, C. Waterman,
have

tion,”
hood,”
Growth
“The

I's

The Laconia Sunday-school report for 1881
indicated a steady growth in numbers und interest. It has been judiciously supervised by
its . time-honored superintendent, Mr. A. C.
and teachers

the

HARPER'S FERRY Q. M.— Held

Mr. F. D. George, of the senior class, Bates
Theological School, has accepted a call (o the
F. B. church, Laconia.
;

Officers

Crandall; 2.

T. H. Stacy; 3. Essay: ‘ Revivals,” C.' B. Hart;
4. Essay: “ Nature
of Old Testament Revela-

member the statistics and dues.
;
JOSEPH HIGGINS, Clerk.

with

:

on

THE MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.

ing Thursday, Juve 16. at 10, A. M. Order of
exercises as follows:
1. Opening sermon, J. M.

work

Next session with the church in Thorndike,
June 24—26.
We hope the churches will re-

a very pleasant affair throughout.”
The F. B. church in Bristol is in need of a
Mr. M. W. Favor, Bristol.

music

bath.

and neck20. The
entertainand recias well as

Of flocks and
and a numerous family.
fierds, I can not boast: and of my family,
At one
half I have buried by the way.
place I buried the wife of my youth, who
loved my ministry as I loved it, and
dying pledged me to fidelity to my com-

“mission

or Jiscoursing excellent

symbolism. It was a glad day for the struggling church. Three also were received

church, Manchester, gave an apron
tie party Wednesday evening, April
supper was excellent; followed by an
(ment censisting of songs, dialogues
tations. It was a “financial success

pillars

osity ‘and kind hospitality, and also the choir

ciples gave witness to the resurrection of the
Lord Jesus Christ in
his own
appointed

pastor.

The integ-

God knoweth, we know little.

without a settled pastor. - They have a parsonand a

eastern Maine, has been called from

to reward on high.
One by one fathers in the
ministry are taken from us.
This meeting
wasone of more than ordinary interest as
many could testify at its close.
Much praise
is due the ladies of this place for their gener-

are

‘The ladies of the Mérrimack St.’ F. Baptist

northward, and now
westward, thence
eastward to the place of beginning, —once
round.

in

Maine;
:
The First F. B. church in East Raymond

by letter and profession. The illustrated sermons by the pastor are deeply
intéresting and
well attended, and can not fail to bear fruit.
New Hampshire.
{

thence

southward,

here I moved

From
4

Moore, aged about 90 years, one of the

.

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS

know ‘ what is expected of them and all are cordially invited to come prepared to take part.
A.D. SANDBORN, Clerk of Ins.
GENESEE Y . M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE, with
the F. B. church of Scottshurg, N. Y., commenc-

one of our, fathers in the ministry, Rev. J. W.

pastoral work.
Any good faithful worker
can correspond with George Foss, East Raymond, Me,
An impressive baptismal service was held in
the Bangor church the 17th, in which six dis-

W. STONE,

L.

|

ed.

. - Eastern.

age and nice little farm,

of our own

ONISNASNVYYL

a com-=
W. Porter and B. F. Haley are
in the’
ion
ciat
Asso
the
for
act
to
mittee

and spiritual, from the ministry

Q. M. We hope our sister Q. Ms. will not
forget us in the future. Since our last session

ELECTRIC

Rlirasters and Churches.

se on
who will at once open a boarding-hou
Rev. E.
,
Wood
H.F.
Rév.
nds.
grou
the

com

than the price of the combination, and
it makes a neat and novel watch charm
Sample, by mail, wieket plated Bic.

Sample, by mail,
y
Address,E, G, RIDEOUT
&
)
10 Barclay,

tld

,
80c. |
GO., _
St, N, Y,

A
i

“NW

Leading London
‘Physician Establishes

“an Office in New York

for the Cure of Epilep=
’
tic Fits.
.
(From Am, Journal of Medicine.)
Dr. Ab. Meserole (late of London), who makes a
‘

| specialty.
of Epilepsy,

has

without

doubt

treated

and cured more cises than any other living physician. His success has simply been astonish ng;
we have heardof cases of over 20 years” standing,
‘successfully cured by him. He has
published a
valuable work on this. -disease, which he. sends
with a large bottle of his wonderful cure free to
any sufferer who may send

their

express

and

P.

0. dddréss. We advise any one wishing a cure. to
address Dr. AB, MESEROLE, Ne. 9 dong Sta
New York;.
I
§
: 4

$30 to #100042 to 32 Stop. .
AN

‘ashington,

ANOS

N.

$125

up.

Paper

tree: Address Daniel F. Beatty
4
J.

’

Teo

/

THE MORNING STAR, APRIL 27, 1881.
as

look,—for now the hands were too

A BOHEMIAN

MELODY

TRANSLATED.

Be not fearful nor faint-hearted!
Though the tempest thee enfoldeth,

Look to Him who in the hollow?"
Of his hand the storm wave holdeth.
In his shadow calm abiding,

Safe shall be thy place of hiding;
See, He marks thy every sigh:
To the Lord for refuge fly.
Be not fearful nor faint-hearted!
Courage! though the conflict rageth,
Jesus’ cross thy foes hath vanquished,
And his power their wrath assuageth.
Lo! thy Captain of salvation
- Mightier is than sin and Satan;
He can bid the conflict cease,
And in Him thou shalt have peace.
Be not fearful nor faint-hearted!
Yesterday, to-day, forever
Jesus Christ the same abideth,
Strong to heal and to deliver.
Still he saves whoso believeth,

Still the sinner he regeiveth;
Still He whispers,
* Come to Me!”

her face as her breath sunk with her
voice.
Her hands were outstretched for
one instant, as if to touch the flowers of

VIN >
UI

RECAPITULATION.
Glass number one, only in fun.

earth.

Glass number two—other boys do. .
Glass number three, it won’t hurt me.
Glass number four, only one more.

‘When Henrietta laid the cold hands
over the heart which should t#rob no
more, when she called the child piteously

Glass number five, before a drive. -

‘Wasting his life, killing his wife,
Losing respect, manhood all wrecked;
Losing his friends, thus it all ends.
Glass number one, taken in fun,
Ruined bis life, brought on strife,
=
Blighted his youth, sullied his truth,
..
In a few years, brought many tears; Gave only puin, stole all his gain,
Made him at last, friendless, outcast.
Light-hearted boy, somebody’s joy,
Do not begin early in sin;
Grow up a man brave as you can:
Taste not in fun glass number one.
:
— Selected.

AN EASTER
Easter lilies,

and

kissed the |

unmoving
lips and felt no "respoiise, ‘she
stretched herself

beside

the

dear

which the Easter bells poured

-| soul.

over her

Sheremembered the black chrysa-

winged ‘bitterfly, the

withered bulbs and the snowy

lily,

and

She looked

from the dead body to the living blossoms
that had burst from their shrouds in those
solemn hours ; and with & strangely quiet
heart she placed # lily at the head and a

STORY.
which
Henrietta

Lavinia Victoria had learned to cultivate,
always bloomed for some weeks after
Easter Sundaf?had passed; and Harriet

lily at the feet of her who had

fallen

asleep, saying with solemn triumph,—

loved

¢ <I know that my

not un-

derstand, unless you have been, like

Redeemer

and TI shall not only see him,

her,

in pain and weariness for weeks, months, |

see her.

:

liveth’;

but

I shall

*¢*Q Death, where is thy sting?
O Grave, where is thy victory #2’

and years.
After blooming they ‘were |*
placed upon a table beside the bed; but —Sarah E. Wiltse, in Christian Register.
0-0-4
+o
at last the child grew too weak to turn toward them, and so they were put upon a
‘SHARP WORDS.
shelf at the foot of her cot, where her
‘¢ Nonsense !” said Mr. Wheaton shorteyes could rest upon them without change ly.
:
:
of position.
Mrs. Wheaton’s face flushed scarlet;
The approaching Easter of which I am she looked up at him, and if I mistake
now to tell you found the. occupants of not,
a sharp reply got up as tar as her
the negro cabin so unhappy that the throat, but she choked it down ; it did not
lilies would have been forgotten but for part her lips. She looked furtively at
the thoughtfulness of Harriet Beecher me, but I looked steadily at the fire. Mr.
Stowe Jackson herself, who called for the Wheaton all the time was quite uncon-

bulbs to be placed in the earth, and daily

scious of the stir his word had made

reminded her sister of the needed water
for the sleeping flowers. ~
Henrietta Lavinia often went up the
rocky path to the spring with eyes so
blinded by tears that she stumbled as she

one tender

walked, and,

when

she

reached

it and

looked across the field to the little cemetery,— so far away that the small, white

stones looked like clusters of lilies,—then
the blinding tears would fall like rain;
and, to forget the fears which so troubled
her, she would seize the unfilled piggin

and harry to the side of the

who gently asked,

‘You

done forgot

“had done its work

fer

Harriet

undertone in her voice

Beecher

npw.

When the first green

blades of the lily

thrust themselves into

them gently
said,—
¢¢ Shall I

and,

lilies

or

dem

de clear waters ob de
Lavinia

drawing

fell upon

the

face

her

to

her

shoulder, sobbed :—
Ay
¢ O my darling, don’t break my heart!
You must stay here! How can I live
without you ?”
“ But,” answered the sister, “I

know,

honey, I'se been a heap o’ trouble to you

uns.

I'se ben cross when

de pain

toah

me like a wolf strippin’ my flesh from de
bones. [I'se tiahd ob pain, an’ I reckon
He’s done gwine to take me way from it
foah long, an’ you orter be glad, Hetty.
I dunno but it’s. kinder wicked to feel

glad asI do;

but,

honey,

nobody but

Him who was nailed to de cross knows
what my pain has ben.
His pain is all that's

‘complainin’

ing at the

After

night

dunno but it kep’ me

De thought ob
kep’ me
from

an’
from

sensitive heart.

Then

time that it was,

at

least in

gome out
of silence;
then I brokeit. Mr. Wheaton and I are
old friends, and I presumed a little on
that fact.
y

day;

an’

thinkin’

I
bad

Mrs.

Wheaton

had

‘“ Twenty-four years

<A

next May,™ said

year from next May, if we both

live so long, will be our silver wedding. And

yet it seems but yesterday that Lucy

and

I were sleighing it in the moonlight

that

Christmas that [ ran away: from home for
my holidays, much to the vexation of my

sisters, because I found greater attractions
at Lucy Vine's.
“I wonder,” said 1 speaking slowly
and musingly, and as it were to myself—
“I wonder if that Christmas holiday you
would have spoken to Lucy Vine as you
spoke to your wife just now?”
« How?” said Mr. Wheaton; and he
turned sharply upon me.
¢‘“ Nonsense !" I repeated ; and I threw
into my ownjvoice all the vigor and the

sharpness there had been in his.
It was
a hazardous experiment, but Tom and I
were old friends ; at all events, there was
no drawing back now.
He looked at me sharply for a moment,
and I'looked at him ; then his eyes so
back to the fire. ¢* Shoh!” said he speaking to himself, “I” wonder”—and then

turning quickly back to me,

* Do you

suppose she minded it?”
to say at once;

_ tightly

and the

hands, shut teeth,

writhing body told what words

and

could nof

“ Come,

Dasee and Tara,

let us go

~

** What did she get up and go out for
without a word in reply?” I asked. . -

dreadful things very

ie

pact form, portable, inexpensive,

in a com-

éhsily

works,

for

pro-

brief,

task before

be

to

waiting

pages

hundred

Two

him.

perused, after two hours’ rapid scanning of
the work, is more than can be regarded with

equanimity.

who can take their
lunches, only at a

sionariesthere, the time would soon come

supplied the fullest specimens

!

* No matter what

I do,” said I. “Per-.

when they

would never

happen.

What

now.

It was

I had no

nonsense,

you know;

business to tell you so;

but

at least

not in that brutal style.”
She

flushed redder than

before;

then

the counting-house, looked very black,
supposing that his commands had not
k
been executed.
“I
thought,” said the master,
you

hair off from his forehead ; put a kiss upon it; thanked me with her eyes; and
then said, ** I declare I forgot my scissors
after all,” and

slipped

out

again.

of the

:

“ Well,

John,”

said

were-requested to get out that cargo

room

Wheaton,

grasping me by the band, ¢“ I ap much
obliged to you. I remember Lucy always
had a sensitive soul: I wonder if I have

been pricking it with sharp words
out knowing

have

it all these years.

learned

a lesson

with-

I think I

to-night which

I

shalf®not soon forget.”
‘I

think I "have

learned

one, too,” I

replied.
— Christian Union.
ST

-

3

ba gR gn oo

this

morning."
¢
““ Itis all done,” said the young man,
‘“ and here is the account of it.”
He never looked behind him from that
moment—never ! His character was fixed, confidence was established.
Ile was

Co

Mr.

found to be the man to do the thing with
promptness.
Ie very soon cameto be
one that could not be spared; he was as
necessary to

the firm

as any

one of

the

partners. He was a religious man, and
went through a life of great benevolence,
and at his death was able to leave his
children an ample fortune.—
Zhe Christian Statesman.

J id

As a missionary

THE

was

by the

MOTHER'S

LAST

a beautiful boy of twelve years, and a lit-

months old, with two fe-

By their appearance he knew that the
child was to be drowned to please the

‘“ Hush!” said a lady who was watching

beside her, ¢¢ your dear

mother is too

ill

to hear your prayers to-night” and coming forward, she sought gently to lead
him from the room. Roger began to sob
as if his heart would break.
* I cannot go to bed without saying my
prayers—indeed I cannot.”
;
The ear of the dying mother caught the
sound. Although she had been insensible to everything around her, the sob of

her darling aroused her from her stupor,
body with oi], vermilion, and saffron, | and turning to her friend, she desired her
dressed it in red and yellow muslin, and to bring her littlé son to her. Her re-

began to repeat charms over its head.
The priests tried to arouse the mother,
and at last she opened her eyes. When
she remembered what was going on she
sank back, saying:

*¢ No,” said the priest who expected a
large sum of money for performing the
ceremony;
‘no. You have vowed to
give him up, and you must do it. But
the ‘gods want you to be willing to do it.
Areyou willing? Say so, and let the god-

dess take her own.”
‘“ No, no! ” cried

quest was granted, and the child's golden
hair and rosy cheeks nestled: beside . the
cold face of his dying mother.
“My
son,”she whispered,
* repeat
this verse after me, and never forget it:
¢ When my father and mother forsake me,
the Lord will take me up.’” The child

repeated it two or three times, and said

hails prayer. Thenhe kissed the cold
face®and went quietly to his bed.
In the morning he came as usual to his

mother, but found her still and cold. - /

This was her last lesson. He has never forgotton it, and probably never will

as long as he lives.—Zhe Christian Woman.
+

the mother, “I

am

not willing. If I break my vow, I can
only be cursed. Let ‘the curse eome.
I would rather die than do it.” .

A PLEASING INCIDENT,
There is 4 lady living

in a little four-

room cottage in the environs of Boston,
whose name is well known to literary

‘* Yes,” said the angry priest, ¢ the people, She depends wholly upon her own
exertions for the Suppor}
curse shall come, but not on you; it shall children, and does all herownof herself and
housework,
come on the lad there,” pointing to the yet her cottage is the focus of the best socielder boy, ** on the darling
of your heart. ‘ety of the locality. A gentleman calling
You shall go home to-morrow taking your there recently was received at the door by
a daughter
the lady, who told him her
worthless babe with you, it is true, but mother was of too
busy to be called, but
leaving your noble boy, the hope of your that he could see her in the kitchen if he
leased ; and he followed her to thatroom.
house. Do you still refuse?””
;
he lady greeted him without the least
Ti
pdor mother could not speak, and
embarrassment, though she had on a big
the priest added:
:
apron and her sleeves were
back
*¢ Then wave your hand as a sign
t to her shoulders. She waspinned
cutting a
I may throw your babe into the a
pumpkin into strips for pies; and there
sat a venerable gentleman gravely parThe sign was given; the ch
strips to the accompaniment of
thrown. One little splash was heard; 1
nversation. I was asked to
gy the next moment the mother had it
safe in her arms once more.

Wild with

grief she had plunged in and saved it. N\
Ifit were a daughter

. perhaps I could give it up; but I can not
‘It is taking her a see my baby boy drowned before. my
A

“«%

together.

outline of

the

method

and

training which satisfies

the

and

literature.

can enter

many

“Let” them
and be

in brief, of

fair

shapes be-

yond recognition, and which leaves out much
of inestimable value that refuses to be minimized, because its beauty and truth are inseparably joined to the original form as it came
from the hands of its author.
Length is to be
distinguished from breadth and depth, but it is
an accessory which is in danger of being
sacrificed. There are-still twelve hours in the
working day; the year yet includes twelve
months; three score and ten years remain the
boundary of probable existence; there is time
now, not less than in earlier generations, to
assimilate literary food.
That of one’s own
preparing is desirable; it may not be the Lest,
but at least it will be nourishing beyond that
which is made ready by the new and wholesale
process. It is to be hoped that canning litera-

ture will soon be a lost art.—Boston Adver:

tizer,
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MINISTERS’ LIBRARIES,
Rev.

Dr.

William

lecture at Yale

M. ‘Taylor,

college,

gave

in

the

advice on the above subject :

a

late

following

Thao

“ The library is absolutely necessary ‘to the

professional man, most of all to the minister.

He has to do with all departments
addition to a thorough

of study in

acquaintance

with

the

vast amount of rich literature in his own department. In his reading he must be independent and not yield to the temptation of
transcribipg delightful passages. He and his
- books should be as flint and steel, striking fireat every impact. Much can be gained from a

book without stealing. It is like the ripened
grain resulting from the farmer’s work and the
seed sown. The fruit of my study of books is
honest work.
Principles from the masters in
new relations are my own. Books arc ministers

and goads to thinking, not couches. To be
original without reading is the originality of
ignorance.

Objections to the

use of books are

equally pertinent against their principles and
ourown discussions. Boeks are gateways for
great men to enter our minds, There are two

classes of men—the gold-digger who

Bricks might be

made without straw, but not without clay. As
a gentleman as well as a theologian, the
minister must be acquainted with general
literature. Allthings are his, whether history,
or poetry, or philosophy, or science; and in all

he should be more deeply interested than
other class of men,
Te
“The locality of the library
sunniest

any

:
should be in

portion of the house.

The library gives beatity
to~ 4 togm..+A room
in the church

t ‘was a dreary day outside, and
no one cured to leave the pleasant cottage,

I

is not the b@¥tipifide.

lost in going to and returning

Time

is

the church.

To aveid evening work in the church, two
libraries mist be in use and two sets of
investigations. The home {s the best and

safest place, A good wife is a better protection against interruption than the best sexton,
You are often helped by the calls

of your 'peo-

be

unfruitful.

Tf

eriticism

(Jet a.
of trials

In your closing years

the right hand of the Most
Feed, and
ethod. Other

become a dyspeptic in
not very numerous

in

literature, are necessary.”

Protestant

* “ A second shelf for commentaries.
have

a legitimate place and

These

are not to be

The minister must give the people
Every sermon

is made

Yet we are not to
.

om systematic theology;

letical works; seventh, for volumes of sermons,

and an eighth for good reviews.
‘ The
because
support.
beoks.

motto:

library must grow, and slowly too.
of the low standard of ministerial
Do not hasten in the purchase of new
Secure standards.
Have as your.

What

is the chaff

to the

wheat?

Economize in all things else, but get a library.

OARLYLE'S BEQUEST.
extract from

Carlyle’s will

by

which

he bequeaths a portion of his books to the
Harvard College library, reflects something
of the characteristic and tender quality of
his nature, which has ampler expression in
the memorial of his ‘father, published since

his death. A copy of the will" has been in the
hands of the authorities of the University for

some weeks, and so much of it us is pertinent
will be printed in the first number of the Harvard University
Bulletin,
now
in
press.
Carlyle’s purpose was not a sudden impulse.

* Having, with good

reason,”

he says, “ ever

since my first appefirance in literature, a
variety of kind feelings, obligations and regards towards New England, and indeed long
before that,a hearty good-will, real and steady,
which still continues,to America at large; and
recognizing with gratitude
‘how much of
friendliness, of actually credible human
love, ,
I have had from that country, and what im-

mensi
of ty
‘worth
and

silent

and

capabilities, I believe

partly know to be lodged, especfally in the

classes

there, I have

now, after due

consultation as to the feasibilities, the excusubilities of it, decided to fulfill a fond notion that
has been hovering in my mind these many
years.”
:
The hearty laugh which stirred the earth
about the roots of things, as Carlyle used to
utter some of his occasionally rasping criti-

clsms on this country, and, indeed, upon his
ow, marked the general kindliness of a nature

HEL sometimes grew restive, it may be, under
importunity and intrusion, A froward
de-

md

No

DO

angered

0

De

of it got his rebuke,
gruff one.

When

:

on

him. A’claim

158.6

people;

with no sufficiency back

and it was

the

life of

a

likely to be a
certain

well-

known historian in America was to be written,

whose writings are not now" gaining with the
lapse of time, Carlyle was appealed to for.
letters that may have passed between
them.
“I am not aware that Mr.
ever wrote
any letters worth preserving,” was his reply,
—not calculated to soothe sensibilities, cerfainly, as it came in a letter; buf very likely

not quite so harsh had it been spoken with his
wonted

intonation.

“ Particularly

the

silent

¢lasses

there.”

This is quaintly. characteristic, and explains
much,~his hate of garishness, his value of
steady, plodding faith and simplicity; and it ~

was his lot to be troubled with some of the one
quality in his American visitors and correspondents, and to be warmed sympathetically
with some of the other. It was eight years
ago, when he made this will, at a time when
he had more than once an opportunity to express to a friend of the college, then in London,

the feelings which he entertained. There is no
doubt the Harvard memorial- biographies of

those graduates of the university who had
given up their lives for the. cause which be
certainly seemed at one time wholly to misunderstand, did a great deal towards helping

Carlyle come

later to a fairer comprehension

of the issues of our civil Wari He could here
recognize

the

“silent”

classes, who, rather

than the noisy political ones, were doing the
work and molding the *‘* what next” that was

to follow the * shooting Niagara,” and the apprehension of which had estranged him, And
80 it was not

altogether

unexpected

‘that

he

sought the advice of an American as tothe best
expression he could make of this ultimate
faith and hope of his in a country which, while
it had done so much for him in establishing his
fame, had had somé.. ground for distrust, because he had seemed to esteem itno more

worthily.—Boston Advertiser.
oo
+

LITERARY

NOTES,

Prof. Robertson Smith’s new book is on
¢ The Old Testament in the Jewish Church.”

Scotland’s first printer was Andrew Myllar,
who printed a book in Scotland as early as
1505.
.A-menthly magazine
- for English children

will be started tif¥ latter part

of this month and

bear the fragrant title, 7/e Rosebud.
Since Thomas Carlyle’s death the newspapers
and magazines everywhere have devoted large
space to reminiscences of the great philosopher,
author, prophet and cynic.

Victor

Hugo’s

BI

en

new

poem

will be ready

in May. It is in four . divisions—satirical,
dramatic, lyric and epic—-and will have, therefore, an appropriate name in Les Quatre Vents

SBR

Theodore

Parker

bas

The

late Mrs.

dren.

Her husband's unpublished MSS., it

left

most of her property to hertwo adopted chil-is

Bishop. reported, are to he brought out in; accordance
seér who is. with her wishes. «=
interruptions | - Through thé wide world be only is alone

in the sunshine through your cloudy thoughts.

‘Who lives not for another.

-

of reading it.

ple. Don’t get far away from “them.

Hall says that be is not a good
always alone or never alone. The
of your wife and children may be asrifts letting

.

ang

his food atthe breakfast table.

do not
helps,

finds the

valuable nugget, and the goldsmith who
fashions it. Booksmust furnish us with fields.

It is absurd to discard them.

analyze

The

of

Nothing

iuto their labor

This is the creed,

will

in

must suggest hard work.
The volume must
not be weighty, the type must be distinct, the
leaves must be cut, the prominent points must
be set forth in larger letters that the reading
may not interfere with the running which is
presumed to precede or follow it, and may
accompany it. Itis well that bulk and price
be diminished for those who must take little or
take nothing; but the unfortunate feature of
the matter is, that those under bonds to deal
justly with their ability and taste, are quick to
clutch at these opportunities which will save
them from thorough study and continuous application. The atmospliere ubout us is unfriendly to research when facts are attainable
without it. Why seek for the hid treasure
when some one else has already found it, and
offers it in a convenient form and at a low
cost?
What if a sweeter taste, a finer fra grance,
belongs to the material you have discovered
by virtue of patient and loving study?
Time
is precious.
Engagements
multiply.
There
are those who are fond of delving, and arranging, or of winnowing the surface prod-

of sciencé

ates

Ooo

least

amount

not a few?

wij]

Use it as a field from whence you derive ine
spiration, elevation, and purification for the
people.”
of

each

at

communion

analysis of the Bible are necessary, much nore
is pious meditation. The chemist does not

date of
succes-

periods

with

morning

fifth, for apologetical works; sixth, for bomi.

one sample of an author’s handiwork on hand
for appearance’s, sake,—is not that a fair

the cheeriest,

‘“ No, no; Gunga shall not have him!”
she cried. ** I was mad, qnite ‘mad, when

of what

and the marked

preswich
sion
crusties

and then kiss me and bid me good night !
I am very sleepy, but no one has heard

me say my prayers.”

lists

our

fourth, for works

praise if

| more than might freely acknowledge it. Much
of the sweetness forsakes the prose or verse
Subjected to this canning process—this
com-

door, saying:

¢‘ Please to teach me my verse, mamma,

the

English civilization,

Just as well off.

LESSON.

A mother lay dying.
Her little son,
river Ganges, in India one day, he notic- |
not knowing of the sorrow coming to him,
ed a Brahmin woman and her two sons,

tle baby a few

sion of princes,

labor; you

BABY.

walking

literature,

prayer,

use commentaries as crutches.”

author's

author has sent forth, the approximate
his living, with a general idea of the

ucts

wh

DROWNING

English

apostolic men in

A third shelf for general reference books; «

the boy has found a separate essay, published
in a distinct-volume, not too much for his
literary digestion. The headings,of chapters on

at half-past four o'clock. |

So they set to work and the thing was
done; and about ten or eleven o'clock his

master came in and seeing him sitting in

stooppd down; brushed the rich, black

essays; now it is counted’ worthy,of

with your

be as rudders in the hands of the Lord for that
day. We will become fossils and bookworms
if prayer be neglected; but more, our pastor.

up of his own comments.

; but the pressure of the days before him
work
suffers the boy to do no more than take up a
condensed representation of what the wise
man said, did, wrote,
:
There was oncea feeling of moral obligation
that one must pass by no line of Macsulay’s

haps I have learned a lesson here to-night

of

despised.

bulky publications which sketched the life, and

of an

F

He proposes the following plan for the arrangement of the library :
:
:
“First,
the devotional shelf.
As men

his own explanations.

The

were in a witness box before a Philadel-

some

High. Don’t make task-work
Read a section or an epistle as

choice of the

discussion.

of

it will be to you as

potency is confined to narrow: lirnits, like com-

ceeds the bounds of Hume’s

:

will get best acquainted

it is better than a diary.

abridged moral discussions, sermonettes, whose

hurrying men and women
literature, as well as their

honest,

and triumphs; of men who have passed away,

preferred volume with large numbers. Shorter histories, epitomized works on . science,

yeast,—these are the

and

good Bible, and keep it asa reminder

The book that can be read at a sitting is the

pressed

;

Have the ‘portraits
your study.”

essays, for small volumes, wearing none 6f the.
formidable appearance belonging to the .old-

bear the burden of seeing a large

own people, but

is fair

be not slovenly; appearance and conduct are
nearly allied. Put every book in its place.

crisp

time histories and treaties, is so pronounced
that the publishers scarcely are able to respond.
The reader of the. period seems unwilling to

This

books in open shelves, Glass cases are
nonconductors.
Have them fuir to look upon, and

cured, making one independent of the ordinary
channels of supply, is a characteristic of Americanlife. This grosser desire has its counterwish for condensed
part in literature. The

portions of standard

RT)

others.

“ You

Hume, written when time was deemed swift
enough without the added acceleration of our
methods of using it, now addresses himself to
a single volume, in large type, and soon ex-

seldom

so they all staid to lunch, one of the pies
forming the piecede resistance of the oceaeyes.”
soe
Tei
‘| sion. Speakin of this incident afterwards
+ eyes wandered from them to something
The priest threatened her with still the lady said, ‘My friends
are Kind
- which held her gaze, but was
fvisible to flush in her face, and the quick look, first more dreadful things. She was made to enough ta-éome-kird
deo me, though they
* other eyes. Easter aro Af, but the at you and then at’'me, and the choking say again she was willing; and the priest know I cannot leave my work ta. ehter- lilies seemed slow in openkhg, and the at the throat, and the nervous movement was just ready to throw the child into the tain them. Visiting and work must_protogether, and when I set my callers
night “before that holy day, the half, ofthe hands, you would not have doubted’ water, when his arm was drawn back by ateeed
work with me we are sure to have an
opened buds were held up for her loving that she minded, it. Suppose she had the missionary, and he was thrown down agreeable time."— Lippincott’s Magazine:
~

OANNED LITERATURE.
The demand for food preparations

to

think. -

phia lawyer? »

long time to find them,” I replied. * Yes,
she did mind. K you had seen the quick

[3

not

who onc
‘high rate of speed, The bey
solemnly seated himself to the“volumes of

our boats and leave this dreadful place.
The gods grant thatI may never see it
againd”
i
Since the gospel has been carried to
India, these

Fiterary Rlascellany,

young man’s ancestors were cumbered with

“To get her scissors, 1 believe,” said, I made that vow.

tel¥of that frightful pain. ~~
he.
:
“Tlaughed at him.
~~ Daily the lily blades were held down'|
d

"for her caressing touch, and daily- her

to

.

Iam always accessible to my

happen; and if all Christian people
would do what they could {o send mis-

“Tom,” said I, * how long have you
‘Is there nothing that will save my
been married ?”
:
child?”
:

and
first,

Mr.

Mrs.
Wheaton
murmured
something
about her scissors and slipped out of the
oddess Gunga.
‘When they reached the
room,
“I principal bathing place four priests came
Mrs. Wheaton had ventured to make up to them; and when the mother saw
sonie remark on some business question; them she gave a loud cry and fell senseI thinkit concerned the morality of some less to the ground. She was carried by
‘Wall street operations. The subject was her servants to the water’s edge, where
one with which she had no great ac- there was a great crowd of people. The
quaintance, and perhaps her woman wit chief priest then took: the lovely babe
was at fault. Indeed, I remember think- from his brother’s arms, covered its little

he.
dese

Ribber of Life?”
And Henrietta
knees,

touched

i

. as grows beside
<

ight, she

wi

and

Pain there was a moment or two

Stowe Jackson, and there was no fretful

said

in male servants, going toward the river.

sick girl, ‘part ; but what she said was not nonsense.

the water you went faw, honey?”

nonsense,”

0-0 --o
that will make me more careful hereafter.
Of one thing I am very sure, Tom; if we
her back her sister that she felt as if the
A young man was commencing life as
were as careful of our wives after twentyprayer would be answered.
She put the five years of married life as Wg are of our a clerk.
One day his employer said to
cold hands in her own bosom, saying it girls in courtship”—
him:
>
4
A
| was not death that chilled them, it must
But
I did not finish my sentence; for
¢* Now, to-morrow that cargo of cotton
be a swoon ; she breathed upon the lips, just at that moment the door opened and. must be
got out and weighed, and we
and kissed them passionately, repeating Mrs. Wheaton came in. I had barely
must have a regular account of it.”
to herself that life surely Jad not gone. time to notice that she had forgotten
He was a young man of energy. This
"But it was all in vain; “and her heart what she went for: for she had no scis- was the first time he had
been entrusted
1 sank, and for the first time she felt that sors in her hand, when Mr. Wheaton, in to superintend
the execution of this work ;
death was a horribly cruel thing, under his warm, impulsive way, reached out he made his arrangeme
nts over night,"
whose dominion we are utterly helpless his hand, caught hers, drew her to him spoke to the men
about their carts and
and hopeless.
and said, “ Lucy, my dear, Mr. Laicus horses, and resolving to begin very early
Suddenly, her own heart stood still an here bas been giving me a regular go- in the morning
he instructed the labor-|
instant under the rushing tide of thought ing over for speaking to you as Idid\ just rs to We there

the tears flowed freely now.

Beecher Stowe Jackson, her sister,

was

and so prayed and besought God to give

lis and the snowy

them with a love which you can

form,

it

Wheaton.
“I am notso sure of that,” saidI;
‘ but if it were, that was no reason why
you should tell her so.”
“Do you always weigh your words
when talking with your wife, as if you

;

and received no answer,

Fomaly Carcle.
xt
The

‘“ Well,

Paradise, 'and Easter morning dawned
upon one sister in heaven and one on

six, brain in a mix.
seven, stars up in heaven.
eight, stars in his pate.
nine, whiskey—not wine.
ten: drinking again.
twenty ; not yet a. pleaty !
boys, drowning his joys;
men, just now and then.

by a soldier who was close behind. You
know that Queen Victoria is Empress of

to be lifled to the glossy leaved or gloryIndia as well as Queen of England; and
crowned stem.
Hetty replaced them, would you have liked it ?”
He shook his head slowly; he was still Englishmen have made a law that childand kneeling by the bedside asked
at
ren shall not be drowned 'in this way.
she could do for the dear sister. _
i studying the fire.
¢¢ Read "bout de Redeemer dat liveth,
Suppose I had said to her, 'Non- When the missionary found what was go-| Hetty dear,” moaned the child, with an sense!’ ” (explosively as before) ; ‘* how ing on; he wentin great haste for some
| soldiers to stop the priest, and arrived
emphasis upon “liveth” which spoke would you have liked it?”
“I would have said you were no gen- just in time to save the baby’s life.
velumes, and those solemn words werere-.
The frightened priest got away as well
peated,—so well conned of late there was. tleman,” said Mr. Wheaton: ¢ but—but”
as he could, the crowd fled after him, and
no need to follow the printed pages :—
¢¢ But what?” said I.
the missionary, the soldiers and the now
“ I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that
‘ Why, John! a fellow can't be study- happy family were left alone. The mothhe shall stand in the latter day upon the earth;
and though worms destroy this body, yet in
ing all the time how he’ll talk to his ewn er fell at the . feet of the missionary erymy flesh shall I see God.”
wife, you know. df he can’t be free at ing,
:
The mind of the dying girl now seem- home, he can't be free anywhere. She
‘“ Thank you, thank you a thousand
ed to wander toward the lilies of a fairer ought not to be so sensitive.
She knows times, sir! You have saved my darling.
"| land ; and in a low, thrilling voice, which I didn’t mean anything.”
‘You have made my mother’s heart rejoite.
seemed to float from another world, she
“Tom, ” said I, *“ if any one else ac- Oh, how could I have lived without my
sang :— °
ood
cused you of saying sometking when you baby ! I can do nothing for you, sir, but
didn’t mean anything, you'd get redder in the God of the universe will reward you.
© By cool Siloam’s shady rill,
- How fair the lily grows!
the face over it than she was just now. I will always pray to our gods to send
How sweet the breath beneath the hill,
You meant exactly what you said. You you their blessings.”
A
to Of Sharon’s dewy rose!”
thought what your wife said was nonRelieved and happy, the mother said to
A smile of heavenly sweetness lighted sense, and ‘blurted it right out.”
‘| her servants:

Seek his face who calleth thee.
— The Christian.

Glass number
Glass number
Glass number
Glass number
Glass number
Glass number
Drinking with
Drinking with

said-to you, Nonsense!’ ” and ] fired it at
him as explosively as I could; ‘how

feeble

.. —Rogers,

|

:

ty
Morning

@he

circus to hunt

lected, and

are ne

¢‘Be- | 8reat, which gave her a welcome

among the

ti

little

‘away\another of our

number,

hh

5

leavin,

rger | 1

;

3

A preacherin Aiotle; Cotnty, Kanias,
| had been‘forwesks
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The Missouri river at Couneil Bluffs, Iowa,
on Saturday, was. eight miles wide, and the
southern portion of the'city “was inostly submerged. Communication with Omaha is sus-

‘been for some little time past observablein the
business and in the stock markets. That is, a

pended, and no trains have reached the city
from any direction for several days. The riv-

condition of lifelessness and stagnation, in
spite of circumstances which we have learned
to rely upon with confidence as ensuring
quick and profitable trade. Of actual money
: there i$ an excéssive abundance, and it is in increasing supply at monetary centers.
Vast
sums have been invested during the past year
in enterprises of a permanent character, and
the amount of property which, has the money
of the country for a basis, and which has that
money as a reserve fund, has consequently increased very greatly; but notin proportion to

er at Omaha on Saturday was uearly thirtyfour feet above low-water mark, the highest
point it has ever attained. — An effort is be-
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have now used DAY’S KID¥AY Pad thirty days, and it lus
done me more good thay any remedy I ever tried.”
R, BISHOP, Spencer, 0 —*“ The doctors had given
* me up with what they calle! Bright's disease, and two of
your Pads have entirely cured me.” :
LARIMORE & DEAN, Druggists, Niles, Mich.
= (30 years in business)—*DAY’s KIoNEY PAD Ishavin>:a
large salc and gives better general satisfaction than aixy
remedy we over sold.”
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Reported by HILTON BROS & €0., Commission
Merchants and dealers in butter,” cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
.
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, April 23, 1881.
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tion of the Second Assistant Postmaster-Gener-

al has created a great deal of talk and considerable of a sensation.

Ever since

Posimaster-

An explosion of nitro-glycerine and

General James entered upon the discharge.
of ‘atthe
‘his duties, the air has been thick with rumors
to the effect that General Brady’s removal was
a foregone conclusion, and all the stories
which were circulated impugning his honesty
at the time the star-route service was investigated by the Blackburn committee, have been
renewed.
It would now appear that there has
been much more behind the rumors than was
acknowledged at the Post-Office Department
or thun was suspected by those interested on
the other side, and it is thought that developments in the near future will naturally lead up
to other important changes in the personnel of
the office of the Second Assistant PostmasterGeneral, such changes, it is understood, having become imperative by dereliction and’ unfaithfulness on the part\f the present incumbents. Specific information bearing on the
star-route scandal is carefully withheld "by
Post-Office officials, but it is admitted that the
records show that on Jan. 1, 1830, the pay for
carrying the mails on less than 100 out of more
than 9,000 star routes had been increased from
about $700,000 at the time of letting to $2,800,000, by orders for additional trips and for
shortened time.
A considerable part of this
increased service, according to the evidence
accumulated, was either not performed at all
or very imperfectly performed, the irregularities being carefully planned, it is supposed,
for the purpose of transferring money from the
treasury to the pockets of favored contractors
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union sever the graft below the union.
Inarching
is useful where there is haste in propagating new

and often characterize a vicious temper.
Examine the teeth, and see that they are sound, strongly set and even. Look at his fore legs and notice
ifhe has strong knee-joints and that they are not
sprung. Examine the hind legs closely above ana
below the hocks for any swellings, and especially
for curbs and spavins. Now look at all the pastern joints and see if clear of euts from interfering
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disof this. The pasterns should be rather short for a, eases of the blood, I have never foundandits allequal.
I have sold Vegetine for 7 years and have never
carriage
horse, and not mach sloping.
If the
He put on-the brakes, but it was too late'to
had one bottle returned. - I would heartily recom.
latter are long and elastic they.are apt to give out
mend it to those in need of a blood purifier.
stop the train. “After a moment of terror and.
at a bard pull. In a race horse such pasterns are
DR. W. ROSS, Druggist,
hesitation the man grasped the woman’s waist less objectionable. In a heavy draft horse they
Sept. 18, 1878.
Wilton, Iowa.
with one arm and a bridge post with the other,
are unpardonable,
3
The feet are often passed over, but a thorough
and, resting one foot on a stringer, swung himexamination of these 1s of the utmost importance.
self and his companion beyond the bridge and
out of the way of the locomotive. The train They should be reasonably large, the hoofs clear
and
tough, free from cracks, not shelly, and well
rushed past, but the man’s nerve and Seigth
set up ab the heels, otherwise they will soon wear
NBw
READY.
did not fail him, and be regained the bridge N down
on pavements and hard roads, and the horse
with the woman in his arms.
become foot-sore. If always kept in the country
to work on a farm or dirt roads, low heels are not
It is believed that a native war is inevitable
so objectionable. Lastly, regard the inxide of the
hoofs, and see that there is a good-sized frog to
in the Transvaal.
*
soften the jar to the leg when the foot stamps upon
The aspect of affairs between France and Tu- the ground.— Exchange.
By ASA HULL.
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nis continues threatening,
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key has been prohibited by the Porte.(From the American Cultivator.)

bridge just as, his engine was

Assistant Postmaster-General, J
24, 1876,
to succeed Judge Tyner, who twelve days before had been promoted to be Postmaster-General. When the Hayes ddministration came
jute power in the following March, General
Brady was retained, holding office until his
resignation.”
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generally as good, and no blindness in him.
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man dispatched a letter to her mother, cautioning her not to waste time in attempting to appease the father.
One showed the white
feather, begging for his life and offering his
services as a spy.
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inches of growth is made, for at, this stage the
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The last hours of the Nihilist assassins

Post-Office seems, in view of recent’ developments, to bave been almost absolutely supreme. General Brady was appoin d Second

4

not allow

devoted mainly to literary recreations. One
devised his inventions to the Government;
another scribbled away his remaining wits in
writing out passages of his speech which he

- Mac-

weeks’

whom

prized.

Veeagh, for such action as may hereafter be determined upon.
It is reported, andis probably true, that while Judge Tyner was cognizant of the star route operations, and long ago
manifested a disposition
to expose them
both he and General Key were overruled
by General Brady,
whose power
in the

four

Do

mar;
Illuminated advertising cards are now so
abundaut that their recipients are at a loss
what to do with them.
Many of them are too
pretty to throw away.
Some of the ladies of
the New York Flower Mission propose to
solve the difficulty by distributing them with
their floral favors among poor and sick children
and inmates of hospitals and orphan asylums,

ing the accumulated mass of documents, affidavits, and various descriptions of incriminating

The Senate has survived

7'ribune on the 1st of

fidelity to be weakened
riage tie unstable.”

of Post-

Attorney-General

York

the editor-

A protest has been presented to the Italian
Parliament against divorce, which says: “ Do
not insist in forcing this great misfortune

the evidence and lay the whole subject, includbefore

retires from

May, and will be succeeded by Mr. John Hay,
with whom the proprietors have made an engagement for five years.

master-General James, he said that if the current statements were true they clearly indicated that those odicials had been sadly ignorant
of the details and operations of the various bureaus under their charge. The .case against
General Brady and friends had been presented
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